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2. Introduction 

 

The Palawan Island Palaeohistoric Research Project (PIPRP) started in 2003 in the main island of 

Palawan, the largest westernmost island of the Philippines (Paz 2003a).  In the first two years of the 

project the work concentrated more in the south and central parts of the island, at the Rio Tuba-

Bataraza area, and in the Quezon district.  These early initiatives were mostly consisted of surveys, 

site assessments, and palaeoenvironmental sampling (see Paz 2003b; Paz et al. 2003.Wurster et al 

2010).  Since 2004, work concentrated in the northern end of the island, within the municipality of El 

Nido.  The research is primarily led from the Archaeological Studies Program at the University of the 

Philippines (UP-ASP), and the National Museum of the Philippines (NM).  For the season of 2010, 

the project continued to focus on an area covered by the Municipality of El Nido, expanding from its 

previous locus within the Dewil valley, New Ibajay, to include the area around Barangay Sibaltan, and 

within the town proper of El Nido.  Like in previous years, the various research interests of the UP-

ASP, the NM, and the scholars/research institutions from abroad were accommodated within the 

broad framework of the project.   

 

This season saw the participation of the University of Washington faculty and students, and various 

Asian archaeologists within two Luce Foundation supported initiatives for Southeast Asian 

archaeology coming from the department of anthropologies of the University of Washington and the 

University of Hawaii.  Our project has always encouraged the presence of an international array of 

specialist collaborators and students; this year‘s work was the most variedly international so far. The 

research concerns of our collaborators were satisfied mainly through the specialized nature of their 

interest, which directly enriched the nature of the project, and the opportunities to garner much 

needed added experience for both local and international participants. Equally, this season also saw 

the formal participation of two junior faculty members of the Palawan State University from its main 

Puerto Princesa campus. The active engagement of PSU with the research opens the door to more 

collaborative work and interaction with the growing local-to-Palawan academic community.    

 

The field season started in March and ended in May, 2010.  The slow but continuous post-excavation 

work from earlier seasons is reflected in this report through the inclusion of specialist reports that 

worked on materials excavated during the earlier seasons. As of writing, much more of the post-

excavation work continuous, and will be reported as soon as they are completed.  

 

Authorization to conduct the project was granted by the National Museum through Director 

Corazon Alvina with the facilitation of the Archaeology Division of the Museum headed by Chief 

Wilfredo Ronquillo. Attempts were continued to get clearance from the Palawan Council for 

Sustainable Development. There was, however, close coordination with the office of the Mayor of 

the municipality, under the leadership of Mayor Leonor Corral, and the Barangay administration of 
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Sibaltan headed by Barangay Captain Carmelita Acosta, and the Barangay of New Ibajay under the 

leadership of Barangay Captain Armando Abis.  

 

 

3. Objectives 

 

The objectives set for this season were the following: 

 

1. To continue the excavation at the Ille and Pasimbahan sites in the Dewil valley; 

 

2. Further investigate archaeological sites around Dewil valley, the island of Imorigue, Sibaltan, and 

within the town of El Nido; 

 

3. further improve the on-going heritage work in Palawan through local government coordination 

and basic-community outreach activities; 

 

 4. Provide a venue to host the Luce Foundation supported American students and practicing Asian 

archaeologists coming from China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Indonesia and Malaysia. 

 

 As in previous seasons, there was no illusion that all these objectives could be comprehensively 

addressed  at the end of the field season. It was, however, the goal of the 2010 season to move the 

research significantly towards this direction, knowing full well that a research project of this 

magnitude needs many years to complete.  

 

4. Palaeohistoric work in northern Palawan 

 

Systematic archaeological research in northern Palawan started in the 1920s. These surveys and test 

excavations were led by the archaeologist Carl Guthe (1927,1929, 1935,1938) who headed the 

Michigan University expedition to the Philippines with the purpose of understanding the archaeology 

of the islands better and collect archaeological and ethnographic artefacts for the university. Guthe 

specifically explored northern Palawan as part of the project‘s objectives. As a result of his work, he 

discovered and reported on archaeological sites in and around the vicinity of present day El Nido 

(see also Solheim 2002). Guthe‘s work, however, never went beyond recording and reporting what he 

surveyed and collected. There was no attempt to earnestly do a synthesis from the vast collection of 

material culture he gathered and brought back to the United States. Specifically, the Palawan data was 

not utilized to better understand the nature of the transformation of human culture through time, 

nor an attempt to know the processes involved in the formation of the old cultures. 
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Figure 1. General location map of project area 
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Fig 2 
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In the 1960s, Robert Fox (1970) continued Guthe‘s work in northern Palawan. Fox recorded new 

sites from the area, adding to the long list of sites reported by Guthe.  A good number of these sites 

were from small islands located in Bacquit Bay. Of the sites Fox surveyed within the islands of 

Bacquit bay, a few were excavated. One such site excavated in the 1960s was Leta-leta cave. Located 

in Lagen island, Leta-leta was a site earlier reported by Guthe and Fox. It was confidently established 

through systematic excavations that the burial site was of antiquity associated with the ―Metal Age‖;   

2000 years old to around 1500 years old. The excavation also recovered a unique earthenware jar with 

its rim fashioned to look like a yawning/shouting person, which is now in the state collection, and 

displayed in the National Museum of the Philippines, Manila.   

 

During Fox‘s stay in El Nido, Mrs. Gloria Fernandez and her family helped him in his work. Mrs. 

Fernandez‘s valuable help and keen interest in archaeology led to the National Museum deputizing 

her to monitor and continue the exploration of the area for new archaeological sites. Way after Fox‘s 

research seasons in Palawan, Mrs. Fernandez  noted and reported to the National Museum new 

archaeological sites from El Nido. Some of these sites were explored by Mrs. Fernandez or were 

brought to her attention by people who did, or witnessed, pot hunting activities. Gloria Fernandez is 

likely the source for the short reference of Fox in his work stating ―reliable reports of caves 

containing cultural materials in the Diwil (sic) and Taytay areas…‖(Fox 1970:179). Eyewitness 

accounts though support the possibility that Fox personally saw the Makangit karst.  The information 

shared by Mrs. Fernandez played a significant role in the 1998 El Nido survey, and the 1998 survey is 

directly rooted to the current project.  Fernandez was responsible in directing the 1998 team to 

previously known sites in the Dewil valley. The survey made at the valley consequently led to the 

discovery of the Ille site – unrecorded site near known sites within the valley, such as, ―Star‖ and 

―Makangit‖.  

 

In the 1960s to the 1980s, after the initial interest on sites such as Leta-leta waned, northern Palawan 

research was relegated to the sideline of directed archaeological research initiatives. This was mainly 

due to the very few numbers of full time field archaeologists during this period, and interest was 

focused on central Palawan. The focus on the archaeology of central Palawan was brought about by 

the recovery of fossilized human remains in the Tabon cave, Lipuun point, in Quezon. These human 

remains to date are the earliest assemblage of modern human remains in the Philippine Islands (see 

Fox 1970; Dizon 2003). By the 1970s, northern Palawan could also not compete in priority with the 

work pursued in the Cagayan valley in northern Luzon.  Consistent with the research direction of the 

time, the initiatives in the Cagayan valley were mainly focused on the discovery of direct evidences of 

pre-modern human existence in the Philippines (see Fox & Peralta 1974). 

 

With the absence of directed research in northern Palawan, the interest in antiquity continued though 

in an unfortunate way. Large scale pot hunting activity was present throughout the 1970s and 1980s 
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coupled with treasure hunting. In the coastal Barangay of Sibaltan, El Nido, the scale of pot hunting 

was so large, and the finds of hoards of porcelain and other trade goods spectacular, that the 

National Museum responded by sending a team from the Cultural Properties Division to supervise 

excavation and collection of tradeware ceramics. The presence of the Museum started in 1976 and 

returned for one more season in 1977.  The National Museum team, however, focused on collecting 

ceramic samples and not on question-based research. Sibaltan was revisited during the survey of 1998 

(see Paz 1998). The potential of the area was reiterated in the reports (e.g., Paz et al. 2008, 2009), 

though no excavations took place until this year. 

 

While there was an initial survey done by the National Museum in 1990 on the vast landscape of El 

Nido and Taytay (Aguilera 1990), a sustained archaeological interest only returned to northern 

Palawan in the late 1990s through the initiatives of NGOs like the Philippine Rural Reconstruction 

Movement (PRRM), and the Southeast Asian Institute of Culture and Environment, Inc. (SEAICE). 

These initiatives were closely coordinated with the National Museum of the Philippines and Ten 

Knots - a private company that managed the first class resorts in El Nido.  The 1998 resulted not 

only in improving the data on previously reported sites (Paz 1998; Jago-on 1998), it also resulted in 

the rediscovery of the high research potential of Dewil valley. Within the Dewil valley the Ille tower 

karst captured the imagination of veteran field archaeologists Dr. Wilhelm Solheim II, who was part 

of the 1998 survey team. Within the same year of the survey the Ille site was mapped (Mijares et al. 

1998) and a test excavation initiated under the supervision of Solheim (1999).  

 

Excavation at Ille started in 1998 with a 1.87m x 1m (site grid location of N3W12) test pit at the 

front of the West mouth; time, manpower constraints, the presence of human burials, and large 

buried boulders limited the depth of this excavation to less than a metre (Hara & Cayron 2001).  The 

first full scale excavation was done in 1999 (Solheim 1999, de la Torre 1999, Bautista 1999) with four 

excavation areas opened, following the 1m x 1m grid previously established across the platform. The 

excavation concentrated on grid squares N3W12, N4W12, N2W12, N3W13, and N2W13. Several 

human burials were excavated in the process as well as a shell midden.  

 

In 2000, excavations continued at Ille with the previous West mouth excavation reopened and 

excavated deeper (Jago-on 2000; SEAICE 2000a, 2000b).  The excavation did not manage to go 

much deeper than the previous season due to a large rock fall that occupied most of the space of the 

excavation area. Work continued at Ille in 2002 (Swete Kelly & Szabó 2002; Kress 2002), excavating 

with equal emphasis on both the East and West mouth fronts of the cave‘s platform.  The 2002 

season ended with substantial progress in the understanding of the archaeology at Ille. There was  

better evidence for a shell midden layer in both the West and East mouth excavation areas; more 

burials and artefacts were uncovered similar to the results of the previous excavations; more 

importantly, a series of tight radiocarbon dates came out for the stratigraphic sequence at the East 
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mouth excavation area. The dates allowed for a clear understanding of the time depth of the cultural 

deposits from the excavated shell midden layer to around the depth of 125 cm from the surface. 

There was a consensus in the understanding that below the recorded shell midden, there was a strong 

case for cultural remains below the radiometric dated c. 10,000 years-ago-level from the 2002 season 

(see Szabó et al. 2004). Almost simultaneous with the report of the 2002 season, all previous 

excavations were further synthesized in a status report written by Prof. Wilhelm Solheim (2004) for 

the Solheim Foundation.  In this report, insights on the possible fate of Burial No.1 to 4 at the West 

mouth were expanded. It was postulated at this time that we may be looking at the remains of 

massacred individuals hurriedly buried.  The Solheim report also reiterated a call for the Philippine 

archaeology community to commit to a long-term research initiative at Ille.  

 

The PIPRP heeded the call of Prof. Solheim and refocused its research from the southern part of the 

main island of Palawan to the north. There was also the urgency involved when reports reached the 

archaeology community of massive pot hunting activities were taking place in the Dewil valley. The 

results of the excavations for seasons 2004 to 2008 are in previous reports of the project.  Since then, 

it has been convincingly established, based on a good series of isotope dates representing the 

stratified archaeology at Ille, the human cultures were flourishing in the El Nido area as far back as 

14,000 years ago (Lewis et al. 2006). The Ille sequence of isotope dates has also given absolute time 

depths for many of the archaeological assemblages found in Palawan. 

 

The materials from all the Ille excavation seasons are mainly stored in the facilities of the UP-ASP, 

where further analysis is currently in progress. The continuing post-excavation season work on the El 

Nido materials has already resulted in the publication of several studies.  The challenge of initially 

mapping the site was reflected on, and resulted in, the creation of the first detailed map of the Ille 

site (Pawlik 2004). Since 2007, Emil Robles has updated and improve the mapping of the two major 

site in the valley, i.e., Ille and Pasimbahan sites.  The human teeth from burials excavated in the first 

two seasons were studied in detail (Medrana 2002). The teeth study gave us a better understanding of 

the ages and health of some of the individuals buried at the platform. The completion of the analysis 

on the first recovered cremation remains from Ille was the focus of a master‘s thesis (Lara 2009). 

Lara  called for caution when on purely bone morphological grounds scholars argue for cannibalistic 

behaviour. 

 

Aside from the human remains, there has been a plethora of studies and publications coming out of 

the project. From the various shell remains excavated from Ille an initial study managed to determine 

most of these shells to species level and initiate a discussion on subsistence (Faylona 2003, 2006).  

The shell artefacts from Ille also contributed to the dissertation research of Dr. Katherine Szabó 

from the Australian National University (Szabó 2004). The work of Vitales (2009) on the bailer shell 
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artefacts from El Nido allowed for contextualization of these ubiquitous artefacts in the archaeology 

of Palawan. More basic taxonomic work continues on the numerous shell remains from the site.  

 

From another perspective, the discovery of a terracotta animal figurine from Sinilakan (Pacaldero 

cave),  Dewil valley. This figurine was generally accepted to represent a turtle, and allowed for 

reflection on the significance of turtles in the cosmology of early inhabitants of the valley (Cayron 

2004). However, the findings below changed the accepted view and now see the figurine as a 

representation of a bird.  Paz & Vitales (2009) re-thought the arrangement of artefacts from burial 

context 727, East Mouth Trench, at Ille, and argued that it most likely represented a talisman of the 

person buried. These studies on past human beliefs are getting us closer to truly understanding the 

way ancestral Filipinos understand their world.  

 

Several other in-depth studies were completed associated with the PIPRP, especially the Ille site 

material. Two rectangular polished stone adzes were analysed by Pawlik (2007) from the stand point 

of use-ware analysis. He documented the high-level of edge-sharpening skill that the makers of the 

tools had. The confirmation of recovering tiger bones from Ille (Piper et al. 2008) expanded the 

known rage of the animal and its implications to our understanding of ancient landscapes; the effect 

of changes in the environment during the end of the Pleistocene. There is also an article published by 

Ochoa (2005) analysing the juvenile dog remains found at the West mouth trench at Ille. She situated 

this find within the larger view of dog domestication. The Ille faunal assemblage was the subject of 

Ochoa‘s (2009) masteral thesis; explaining the changing animal resource availability in the valley 

through arguments related to animal exploitation patterns. 

 

Aside from the archaeology, members of the project also did ethnographic studies. A look by Kress 

(2006) on the work done by Robert Fox on the negritos situates the potentials of the current 

excavation work at Ille, to elucidate on modern human origins in the Philippine archipelago. Another 

example is  Medrana‘s (2005) work recording the practice of weekly butchering for meat sale pigs in 

New Ibajay.   

 

This year, two more publications came out. There is a report on the analysis of earthenware sherds 

from Ille (Balbaligo 2010). In this publication, the curated pottery collected from 2004 to 2008 were 

studied and described, giving details on quantities, fabric and form. It also discusses manufacture and 

decoration styles of this enigmatic assemblage. The limestone handaxe recovered from the Ille 

rockshelter was contextualized in at least two publication, drawing from the analysis done by Pawlik 

(see appendix A), which revisits the long standing discourse on the technological analysis of stone 

tools in Southeast Asia (Pawlik 2010; Dizon & Pawlik 2010).    
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The study at the Dewil valley also benefited from parallel research from colleagues working on 

related concerns. A good examples comes from Quaternary geologists mostly based at the National 

Institute of Geological Sciences at UP (see Maeda et al. 2003). The combined analysis of data 

collected from the study of uplifted tidal notches, sediment cores, and coral reef terraces may allow 

for an understanding of sea levels and possible climatic conditions at the time the Ille tower was 

utilized as a burial and habitation site. Another example is the research group of Reotita, Siringan and 

Kamiya (2008) from the UP Marine Science Institute working on the palaeoenvironmental 

reconstruction of the Dewil Valley. There is also a pioneering study on the use of guano deposits as 

proxy evidence for local and regional vegetation change, as well as a dating proxy for archaeological 

sites in the area. This work started with deposits from the Makangit tower inside the Dewil valley 

(Bird et al. 2007). As of writing, there are many more on-going parallel collaborative research work 

centred on Palawan. Results from these active studies are sure to come out soon.  

 

 

5. Geographic description of the study areas 

 

 

The town of El Nido is located 11°20′N 119°41′E, approximately 420km southwest of Manila, and 

around  238 km northeast of Puerto Princesa, the provincial capital. The municipality has 18 

barangays that covers 465.10 km2 , with an overall population of 30,249 based on the 2007 census 

(NSCB 2010). Within the main town of El Nido are four barangays, namely, Buena Suerte (Barangay 

2), Corong-corong (Barangay 4), Masagana (Barangay 3), Maligaya (Barangay 1). Among the main-

town‘s barangays,  Corong-corong and Maligaya, both with a population around a thousand, are the 

two barangays that are significant to the current research. Corong-corong have recorded cairn-like 

burial sites along the sides of its rocky karst formation. The Pasimbahan cave is one of a series of 

caves at the base of the Maligaya karst, which runs parallel to the current main cemented highway.  
 

For most of northern Palawan, the archaeological work has always concentrated within the 

municipality of El Nido. For the PIPRP, the epicentre of research since 2004 is within the Dewil 

valley.  The aim, however, has always been to expand the area of the study beyond the valley as our 

knowledge and expertise deepen through time.  

 

The Dewil valley is approached by land 9 km northeast of the town of El Nido, which lies between 

11o00‘ to 11o15‘ North and 119o29‘ East. It takes around 45 minutes by motorized vehicle to reach 

New Ibajay from El Nido. New Ibajay is approximately located at 11º11‘46‖Nand 119º30‘19‖E. It 

has a population of just over  2,000 (NSCB 2010) mainly composed of settlers that came during the 

late 20th century from the province of Aklan, in northern Panay Island. The Dewil area, however, and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manila
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puerto_Princesa
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most of the communities within the Municipality of El Nido are dominantly populated by people 

belonging to the Cuyonin ethnolinguistic group.  

 

The centre of the project‘s efforts this season is still the Ille site. It is also the location of the project‘s 

base camp. The Ille karst tower is a short walk northwards from the main road of the barangay. It is 

approximately 75 meters high from the base. A cave network hollows the tower with three main 

mouths located at its base. The main entrance to the cave is composed of two mouths leading to a 

single chamber. There is a large platform in front of the cave mouths and an overhang that extends 

to about 10 metres. Thick vegetation surrounds the karst tower, which creates a shaded and cool 

environment around the platform of the cave. The karst tower formations in the Dewil valley are 

surrounded by islands of thick vegetation, which in turn are surrounded by rain-fed rice fields and 

vegetable gardens tended by people living in New Ibajay. 

 

The Dewil valley is approximately 7 km long and 4 km wide. From the Ille tower, the Sibaltan Bay is 

approximately 4 km away to the east. The main Dewil River sits south of Ille and runs eastward 

towards Sibaltan Bay.  The river is mainly shallow with a few tributaries, its mouth covered in a swath 

of thick mangrove forest. During the rainy season, the waters can turn torrential.  Across the valley 

what are mostly dry river and stream beds during the dry months are brought to life during the wet 

months of the year. From Ille, all the limestone karst formations are to the west. The Star tower is 

one of the two largest towers in the valley; the other large karst formation is called Diribungan. In the 

district of Magsanib within the Star karst is the cave and rockshelter site of Pasimbahan, a roughly 45 

minutes walk southwest from Ille. Closer to the Ille karst is the Makangit karst cluster, where the 

Fines site is located, composed of three main towers, one of which contains the Idulot cave in the 

furthest southwest tower. The karst formation called Sinilakan is to the northeast of the large karst 

Diribungan, and is not visible from the base of Ille, it is covered by a highly vegetated hill of 

Matanagin. Within this karst is the Pacaldero cave site.  To the north of Diribungan, and westward 

from Sinalakan are two low lying small karst formations called Tigas; there is also archaeology in this 

formation.   

 

Northeast from the Dewil Valley, along the eastern coast, is Barangay Sibaltan. Located at 11° 16' 1 

N, 119° 33' 25 E. This coastal Barangay of just over 1,300 people is known archaeologically since the 

1970s and has strong Cuyunin connection with the Dewil valley based on observed family ties and 

oral traditions. It can be reached through the circumferential road of El Nido; an hour from the 

town, and around 20 minutes from New Ibajay. 
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6. Methodology 

 

Several methods were utilized to address the research objectives of this project, and most have been 

consistently pursued since the beginning of fieldwork in northern Palawan.  A National Museum 

Authorization to excavate and explore was requested by the Principal Investigator of the project, Dr. 

Victor Paz (see appendix C). In order to strengthen links and coordination with the Palawan Council 

for Sustainable Development (PCSD), the project leaders sought audience with the PCSD leadership 

on November 28, 2010, and February 22, 2010.  Several issues were clarified and amended, which led 

to the issuance of the PCSD to the PIPRP of a clearance to further pursue research.    

 

6.1 Excavation 

 

Excavation is still the primary method employed for this research. This year excavation continued at 

Ille site, concentrating at the East mouth trenches; extending the East-West connecting trench 

towards the West Mouth trench. The Pasimbahan-Magsanib, excavation also continued at the two 

original trenches of Trenches A & B, with two new trenches opened for this season. A test trench at 

the Fines site at the western edge of the Makangit limestone karst formation was also opened.  

Likewise, at the previously surveyed Reyes family property near the New Ibajay cemetery, a test 

trench was investigated (see Paz et al. 2009).  Within Barangay Sibaltan, two sites were opened; at 

Barangay Maligaya, inside Pasimbahan cave, a similar study was initiated through excavations 

following the mentioned method. At the end of each season, all excavated areas were lined with 

plastic sacks and back-filled to protect both the site, the community, and the wildlife that might fall 

in the large deep trenches.   

 

Aside from following National Museum protocols for artefact curation, excavation recording 

methods following Harris (1989) were applied in the excavated sites. In past reports that represented 

our stratigraphic understanding of the sites in Harris (see Paz et al. 2004) matrix form, the 

convention was to integrate in the matrix the physical relationships of identified stratigraphic and 

archaeological contexts. The expanding collaborative nature of the project, especially with European 

colleagues made the local-to-the-Philippines way of representing the matrix confusing to 

practitioners much experienced to a different convention. For the sake of clarity across collaborators 

and publications earmarked to be published in Europe, especially in England, we shall represent the 

stratigraphic matrix purely as a sequence of deposition; tentatively phased based on our current 

understanding of the archaeology.   
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6.2 Survey 

 

The method of survey was done with the help of informant work. From the areas pointed out by the 

informant, an ocular inspection was carried out on the known area and its surroundings. The survey 

of the Dewil valley continued. The Sinalakan karst formation and Idulot karst, located within the 

Makangit karst complex, were revisited.  

 

6.3 High resolution recovery of finds 

 

It has been the aim of the excavations within the PIPRP to practice high resolution recovery of all 

possible evidence of past human activity, especially human-plant and human-animal interactions; 

there is a constant aim to understand both ecological and cultural patterns on site. The matrices 

associated with known surfaces and features such as shell middens and hearths at the Ille site west 

and east cave mouths were subjected to total processing using flotation and wet sieving. While at the 

field base, the heavy fraction that remained after the wet sieving were sun-dried and sorted for 

biological remains and artefacts. The light fraction samples from the flotation were brought back to 

the UP-ASP laboratories for further sorting and analysis. Special interest was also given to the types 

of shell remains recovered from the site; finally pursuing an old objective to identify all species of 

shell remains coming from the archaeology.  All sediments above the shell midden layers not 

associated with hearths and pits were dry sieved. The sediments from the shell middens and lower 

deposits were completely floated and wet sieved.  There was special attention given to features such 

as hearths, pits or combustion features – processing these features completely as a unit.  

 

6.4. Mapping  

Mapping activities were done using Sokkia Total Station connected to a TDS recon running Survey 

Pro software. This was especially so for the sites in Sibaltan, the Pasimbahan, Maligaya site and the 

Fines site. The collected data from these exercises were downloaded and processed using QGIS and 

GRASS GIS software to produce a contour map and a three dimensional model of the sites. 

 

6.5. Public archaeology initiatives 

 

There has always been an effort towards disseminating knowledge generated from the surveys and 

excavations of the PIPRP. In the earlier seasons, the research team conducted dialogues and 

meetings with the Barangay Council at New Ibajay, mostly to explain the nature of the teams‘ 

archaeological work, its methods and general objectives. These dialogues continue although mostly in 

an informal way. In 2007, a permanent exhibit on the scientific findings of the excavation in Ille and 

other parts of El Nido was mounted on the platform of the Ille site complex; consisting of a single 
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glass covered back to back wooden panel and a framed time-line of archaeology at the very local to a 

worldwide scale.  The mounted exhibit contains photographs, texts and casts / replicas of the major 

artifacts found in the site and in Palawan. This exhibit was again updated this year.  A similar exhibit 

focused on El Nido town was made and is currently housed at the Tourism office of El Nido. At 

Puerto Princesa, the complete components for a third exhibit focused on the overall archaeology of 

Palawan were presented to the Provincial Government. The office of the Provincial Governor plans 

to mount the exhibit at their future provincial museum. A new exhibit was mounted in the Barangay 

office of Sibaltan as a result of close collaboration between the existing PIPRP initiatives and the 

Luce Foundation program coming out of the University of Washington.   

 

 

7. Results 

 

The following is a summary of results of the field season.  By the very nature of the project, we 

expect to produce more updated reports and specialists‘ publications. There shall be a constant 

production of new data, information, and knowledge, way after the end of the formal project. 

  

7.1 Excavations 

 

The following are the initial results coming from the excavations at Dewil valley sites, i.e., Ille cave 

and rockshelter site, Pasimbahan-Magsanib, Fines Property site, Reyes Property site; at Sibaltan, i.e., 

Sibaltan Elementary school site, Acosta property site; at the town proper, i.e.,  Pasimbahan-Maligaya 

cave site. 

 

7.1.1. The Ille Site 

 

The specific excavation objectives for this season mainly concern the East Mouth area of the site. It 

was necessary to continue the deep excavation at the East Mouth trench to attempt uncovering  

archaeological deposits older than the established 14,000 y.a. mark. It was also decided to continue 

the attempt to connect the East Mouth Trench excavation with the West Mouth Trench excavation 

not only to strengthen our understanding of the stratigraphic relationships between the two main 

excavation trenches, but to expose more of the known cremation concentration. The excavations 

focused on the East mouth area, which included the continuation of excavation at the East Chamber 

Trench (ECT) and the East Chamber Long Trench (ECLT). 

 

Numerous artefacts of lithics, animal remains, metals, human remains, shells, ceramics, plant remains 

and beads were recovered and to date, the total number of accessioned artefacts from Ille since 1998 

is over 45,000.    
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7.1.1.2. East Chamber (EC) & East Chamber Long Trench (ECLT) 

 

Excavation activities continued at the East Chamber area from previous years (Grids N7-N15, W2; 

N13-N15, W1; and N13-N15, W3). The main objective of investigating archaeology in the cave and 

relating it to our understanding of archaeology around the rockshelter area was pursued. Another aim 

where attention was given includes investigating the development of the cave and rockshelter‘s 

landscape. The collection of datable materials from the cave was thus essential to these pursuits. 

Excavation of the East Chamber area was conducted primarily by single-context recording. Certain 

contexts were dug in spits. The East Chamber‘s context number sequence for this season is 2130 – 

2199. 16 new contexts were recorded. 

Context No. Type Basic Description Area and Depth (LDP: +12cm) 

2130 Layer Spelaeothem N13-14, W1-2; and  

2131 Layer Same as Layer (c. 2122) w/o cobbles N15, W1-3; and  

2132 Layer Midden with lots of animal bones N14-15, W1-2; and  

2133 Fill Of cut (c. 2134) N15, W3 

2134 Cut Of fill (c. 2133) N15, W3; and  

2135 Layer Hearth? N10, W2; and  

2136 Layer Spelaeothem N10, W2 

2137 Layer Hearth? N10, W2 

2138 Layer Spelaeothem N12-14, W2; N13, W1-3; and 

2139 
Layer With oxidized clay and shell 

fragments 

N13-14, W1; N14, W2-3; and 

2140 Fill  Of cut (c. 2141) N15, W3; and   

2141 Cut Of fill (c. 2140) N15, W3; and  

2142 Layer Hearth? N15, W3; and 

2143 Layer Hearth? N14-15, W2; and  

2144 Layer Hearth? N14, W2; and  

2145 Layer Spelaeothem or Rock(?)  

 Figure 4. List of new context numbers from EC and ECLT 

 

Excavation recording in this area began on the 26th of April 2010 with the excavation of previously 

recorded c.947 and c.2122, which are both layers of silts, clays, and few gravels (i.e. Paz et al. 2009). 

Elevations were recorded from a Local Datum of 12cm above the site‘s main datum point.  Context 

2134 and c.2133 were excavated last year but were not given context numbers.  At least 5 activity 

areas initially interpreted as hearths were recorded cutting through and overlying layer c.2132 and 
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c.2139. These contextual relations also strongly demonstrate c.2139 as a palaeosurface. 

Archaeological materials recovered include numerous animal bones as well as lithic fragments that 

are clearly products of human activity/ies. Over 50% is estimated to be show signs of having been 

burnt or exposed to fires. 

 

7.1.1.3. East-West Connecting Trench (EWCT) 

 

Excavations continued at EWCT (N2-3, W6-7) where last year‘s excavation ended. The objectives 

for excavating this area includes finding more cremation burials and understanding depositional 

relations between deposits excavated in the East and West mouth areas of the rockshelter and cave 

site. Excavation was conducted by single-context recording. 17 new contexts were recorded from 

c.2214 to c.2230. 
 

Context No. Type Basic Description Area and Depth (LDP: +43cm) 

2214 Fill Of Burial 2215-2216 N3W6-7 

2215 Burial Skeleton in 2216 N3W6-7 

2216 Cut Of Burial 2214-2215 N3W6-7 

2217 
Layer Light brown silts with numerous 

shells 
N2-3W6-7 

2218 
Layer Of shells that are predominantly 

whole Battisa spp. shells 
S & W Sections of EWCT; N2,W6-
7 

2219 
Layer Feature of darker sediment cutting 

1312 (Shell layer) 
centre of N2-3,W6-7 

2220 
Layer Lower shell midden with 

predominantly crushed shells 
N2-3W6-7 

2221 Cut Of 2222 N3W6 

2222 Fill Of 2221 N3W6 

2223 Layer Mid yellowish brown sandy silt N2W7 

2224 Layer Hearth? N3W6-7 

2225 Layer Feature dominated by crushed shells N2W6-7 

2226 Cut Of 2227 N3W6 

2227 Fill Of 2226 N3W6 

2228 Burial Cremation N3W7 

2229 Layer Loose light brown silts and clays N2-3W6-7; 30-35cm  

2230 Layer Loose pinkish brown clays and silts N2-3W6-7; ~35-40cm 

Figure 5. New context numbers from EWCT 
 

Among the aspects of the Ille excavation that need to be sorted before excavating the older 

cremation burial-associated deposits include excavating the shell midden/s and exhuming burials 

interred in more recent deposits of silts and clays. Contexts 2214-2216 represent these more recent 

burials. These burials cut through layers c.2200, c.2201, c.2203 – recorded during last years‘ 

excavation – and c.2217 – below c2203. Context c.2217 has more shells than overlying layers and is 

perhaps the top of a shell midden layer. Apart from numerous earthenware sherds excavated from 

this layer there were also several chert artefacts. Among these chert artefacts are several possible 
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cores and numerous flakes. A large boulder cutting through this layer was also excavated at the centre 

of the excavation area. This and other features like c.2219 believed to be a former root area later 

filled in with surrounding sediment demonstrate the post depositional disturbance of the later shell-

bearing layers.  

The shell midden previously recorded in the area as c.322 was further divided into smaller units 

through excavations in this area. Context 2217 is the youngest of these shell-bearing layers. In the 

excavation it is observed overlying a silty shell-less layer c.1249. It is a relatively thin layer and 

overlies another shell layer c.1312. This underlying layer is found devoid of any ceramic inclusions 

and is comprised of very large Batissa spp. shells overlying a lower level of crushed shells or c.2225. 

On top of these crushed shells a feature of ashy and burnt materials c.2224, two Tridacna sp. are part 

of this feature.  

 

Because c.2220 and the feature c.2225 strongly suggest a palaeosurface, dating samples composed of 

charcoal were collected from these contexts.  One of dating samples collected is a charred fragment 

of Canarium sp. nut. Among the finds within these layers from which dating samples were collected 

include a possible tiger bone, some bone tools and flake tools.  

   

Context 2228 is a cremation, exposed below the spelaeothem c.768.  It was first identified in the 

northwest corner of the excavation area. A charred right proximal end of a femur and a left patella 

were found during the excavation of this context. It was not fully excavated. Instead, due to time 

constraints, it was secured before backfilling and will be recovered in the coming season. The 

cremation is above c.806. Context 2229 and c.2230 were contexts numbers given near-surface 

deposits excavated the previous year to be able to situate where burial c.2215 cut through in the 

matrix. 

 

It is also worth noting that in the process of reopening the EWCT and cleaning the western wall of 

the East trench at N2W1, a Tridacna shell lingling-o was scraped from the wall while it was being 

cleaned; around 40 cm from the surface. This takes the total number of Tridacna spp. made three-

point lingling-o to three for the Ille site.  

 

7.1.1.4. Auger-coring in the Deep Trench 

 

In order to explore the nature of deposits below the deep trench and see if there is anymore 

archaeology worth excavating coring to a depth of about 1000cm below the datum was conducted. 7 

new contexts were recorded represented by deposits of clays with occasional inclusions of gravels 

and other materials. The descriptions of each new context are presented below (Fig. 6), while another 

listing showing the complete set of samples from augering at the East Mouth Deep Trench follows.  
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Context No. Type Basic Description 
Area and Depth (corrected to 

MDP) 

1420 Layer Yellowish brown gray clays N4W2, ~670-740cm 

1421 
Layer Similar to 1420 with frequent fine 

white gravels 
N4W2, ~740-750cm 

1422 
Layer Similar to 1420 w/o gravels but 

with more Fe2  
N4W2, ~750-850cm 

1423 
Layer Gray clays with occasional angular 

gravels 
N4W2, ~850-940cm 

1424 Layer Brownish gray clays N4W2, ~940-980cm 

1425 Layer Brownish gray clays N4W2,~980-1050cm 

1426 Layer Dark gray clays N4W2,~1050cm 

Figure 6. New context numbers given to auger samples in the Deep Trench 
 

An inclusion that is thought to be either shell or bone was recovered from (1424) and (1425). This 

has yet to be identified in the laboratory. Subsamples were taken for pollen analyses from each 

context. 

Context Elevation Corrected to DP (cm) 

1377 487 

1377 527  

1377 642 

1420 677 

1420 702 

1420 726 

1421 743 

1422 ? 

1422 849 

1423 890 

1423 930 

1424 947 

1424 972 

1425 1005 

1425 1052 

                          Figure 7. List of samples from augering at the Deep Trench 

 

 

7.1.1.5. Archaeobotanical work at Ille  

 

Sacks of sediment samples from the 2009 excavation season were the first to be processed by 

flotation. After finishing the backlog, those from the 2010 excavation were next. A total of 57 

samples were floated this year, with volumes ranging from 6 to 332 litres. These were coming from 

context 806, 947, 1420, 2122, 2124, 2130, 2131, 2135, 2138, 2139, 2140, and 2142. The samples came 

from the East Mouth, East Chamber, East Chamber Long Trench, and the East-West Connection.  
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Due to the lack of water there were six sacks of sediments coming from the East Mouth trenches 

that were not processed. These samples will be prioritized in the next field season.  

 
Figure 8.  Ille Cave flotation samples record 

 DATE TRENCH GRID CONTEXT 
# 

VOLUME 
(litres) 

REMARKS 

1   N15 -14 W1 947 56  

2   N15 N13 W2 947 18  

3   N5 W1 1251 4 40-50 cm BDP 

4    1923 40  

5  Outlier South 3-4 W14    

6   N4 W3 1309 32  

7   N3 W6 2210 13  

8  East mouth N6 W3  16  

9 4/27/10  W1-3, N13-14-15 2122 332  

10 4/28/10 East Mouth 
Trench 

W1-3, N13-14-
15 

2122 20  

11 4/28/10 E chamber 
wall cleaning 

W1-3 N5 947, 2122, 2131 24  

12 4/28/10  W1 N13 2122 40  

13 4/28/10  W1 N15 2122 16  

14 4/28/10  W2-3 N15 2131 36  

15 4/28/10  W2 N10 2122 40  

16 4/28/10  W2 N13 2122 70  

17 4/29/10  W1 N14 2122 18  

18 4/29/10  W1-2 N13 2130 8  

19 4/29/10  W3 N13 2122 24  

20 4/29/10  W2 N13-14 2122 12  

21 4/29/10  W2-3 N14 2122 40  

22 4/29/10  W1-3 N15 2131 76  

23 4/29/10 Long trench, 
East mouth 

W2 N11 2122 244  

24 5/01/10 East mouth, 
Long trench 

W2 N11-12 2122 48  

25 5/01/10 East mouth, 
Long trench 

N13 w1-2-3 2122 80  

26 5/02/10 East 
chamber, 
Long trench 

W2 N11 2135 12  

27 5/02/10 East 
chamber, 
Long trench 

N3 W1-3 2122 15  

28 5/02/10 East 
chamber, 
Long trench 

N2 W11-12 2122 144  

29 5/02/10  W2 N13-14 2122* 8  

30 5/02/10  W1-2 N13-15 2122* 60  

31 5/03/10 Long trench, 
East chamber 

W2 N14 2122 8  

32 5/03/10 East mouth, 
Long trench 

W1-2 N14 2122* 6  

33 5/03/10 East N9 W2 806 125-135cm 24 Year 2009 
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chamber, 
Long trench  

34 5/04/10 East mouth   85-90 cm 67-72 
cm 

50 BLDP-LDP 
+12cm below 
surface 

35 5/05/10  W2 N14 2122 85-90cm 
LDP, 75-80cm 
surface 

38 BLDP 
~LDP+12cm 
surface 

36 5/05/10 East chamber  W3 N14 2139 85-90CM 
LDP, 75-80cm 
surface 

20 BLDP-LDP 
+12cm below 
surface 

37 5/6/10  Ws2 N14 1420 12  

38 5/6/10  W3 N15 2131 Spit 80-
85cm surface 

20 BLDP – LDP 
+12cm Surface 
75-80cm 

39 5/6/10  W1-2 N13-15 2122* 44  

40 5/6/10 East 
chamber, 
Long trench 

W1-2 2132* 32  

41 5/6/10  W1 N13 2122 Spit (85-
90cm) below 
LDP, LDP 
+12cm surface: 
68-72cm 

  

42 5/6/10 Fill,  
East chamber 

N3 W15 2140 0  

43 5/6/10 East chamber W1 N14 2122 spit 85-
90cm below 
LDP, LDP 
+12cm 

8  

44 5/07/10 East 
chamber, 
Long trench 

N14-15 W2 2138 20  

45 5/07/10  N12-13 W1 2138 38  

46 5/07/10 East chamber W2 N15 2139 spit 80-
85cm BLDP, 
LDP +12cm 
(surface: 60-
65cm) 

32  

47 5/07/10  N15 W2 2139 28  

48 5/07/10 East chamber N15 W3 2122 8  

49 5/07/10  W1 N13 2138 48  

50 5/08/10  Auger 17 (35) 4 Dewil, New Ibajay 

51 5/08/10 East chamber N5 W3 2142 28  

52 5/08/10 East chamber W2 N11-12 2139 48  

53 5/08/10  W2 N13 2139 90-95cm 
BLDP 
(LDP:+12cm) 

52  

54 5/09/10 East chamber W1 N13 2139 (90-95cm, 
BLDP: 
LDP+12cm) 

68  

55 5/09/10 East chamber W1 N13 2139, 80-90cm, 
BLDP (LDP: 
+12cm 

52  

56 5/09/10 East chamber W2 N14 2124 48  

57 5/09/10  W3 N13 2122 24  
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7.1.2. The Pasimbahan-Magsanib site 

 

The Pasimbahan-Magsanib site (IV-2007-Q) is in Dewil valley, located at  N110 12‖881‘, E 1190 

29‖59‘. The site is within the Magsanib district of Dewil, on the lower half of the southeast face of 

the large Star limestone karst. In front of the current cave entrance are signs of ancient cave roof 

collapses, which created a long and tall (approximately 25 meters at highest point) rockshelter 

perpendicular to the current main cave entrance. The site was first excavated in 2008, and the current 

season is its third excavation season. 
 
7.1.2.1. Trenches A and B 
 
Trenches A (S2W10) and B (S2W9), which were first opened in 2008, were again excavated this field 

season to find out if there are older deposits that would show evidences of human activities below 

the last surface exposed in the last excavation season.  The trenches were located at the far end of the 

rockshelter from the cave entrance, southeast of where Midden 1 was found and east of Trench J. 

They measured 3m x 2m and 3.5 x 2m respectively. The backfill was removed, and the surface last 

exposed from previous excavations cleared.  The exposed c.339, identified in the previous season as 

part of Midden 2, was further excavated and studied. Context 339 contained numerous angular rocks 

and animal bones and shells.  

Context 57, a compact clay layer located on the northern portion of the trench was removed to 

expose c.48, a thin sandy silty layer. Context 48 was removed to expose c.332, a sediment layer that 

yielded numerous animal and human remains. A feature, 4 large rocks set amidst purposely arranged 

fist sized stones and Batissa spp. shells, was also found in the layer. The feature was found along the 

north-south midline that divided Trenches A and B.  

 

A shell and animal bone rich layer was exposed in the northeast section of Trench B. The layer 

yielded numerous animal bones, most remarkably from Sus spp. and Macaca spp..  A similar layer was 

exposed below c.332 in Trench A. This was assigned as c.409. Further excavation however revealed 

that c. 409 was identical to the midden layer [c.339]. Context 339-409 was found to cover Trenches A 

and B. The midden layer was also characterized by angular and sub-angular pebble-size limestone, 

similar to those observed in c.408 in Trench J. The midden layer, therefore, covers a large extent of 

the rockshelter, from Trenches A and B to Trench J [c.408] and up to Trench D [c.345]. The animal 

and mollusc remain found in these layers were quite similar, composed mainly of pig, macaque, civet, 

monitor lizard and snake bones as well as Nerita, Tellina, Gafrarium and Polymesoda shells. Several 

human bones were also found in the layer, notably a humerus in Trench B. Other artefacts found in 

the midden layer included worked elasmobranch spines and chert flakes. Context 339 was removed  
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[figure 9] 
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in the northeast corner of Trench B to expose a mid-reddish brown compact clayish silt layer notably 

devoid of shells. 

 

The layer, assigned as c.412, yielded numerous animal bones as well as some stone flakes. This layer 

is suspected to be a hearth or a burning episode with animal bone accumulation, because it was 

found only on the northeast corner of the trench. Samples of the sediment were collected for 

floatation. Below c.412 and found extending throughout Trench A-B was a loose, light gray, silty 

sediment layer. This was designated as c.413. Evidences of human activities were found in this layer, 

notably a chert core and several chert flakes, Conus beads, animal bones and elasmobranch spines 

which were possibly worked. Removal of c.413 exposed a mid-yellowish brown sandy silt layer 

characterized by numerous rounded or weathered cobble-sized rocks, most of which were limestone. 

The layer was assigned as c.414 and was suspected to be a previous floor of the rock shelter. 

Evidences of human activities were also found in the layer. These included a fine-grained chert core, 

stone flakes and an intentionally covered Melo shell fragment associated with a hammer stone. At the 

end of the excavation the surface of c.414 was exposed across the trench.  

 

7.1.2.2. Trench D 

 

Trench D was again excavated this season to confirm our current understanding of the rockfall 

sequence that occurred in Pasimbahan (see Paz et al. 2008) as well as to look for archaeology below 

the last sediment layer exposed in the 2009 field season.  The first time the trench was opened, the 

objective was to expose the assumed remains of a burial associated with the bended sword and 

dagger that Rome Fines dug-up in the area. There was not a single human bone found in below the 

surface. It is therefore concluded that no burial was associated with the bended blades.  It may be 

inferred that the sword and dagger buried in the area was done as votive offerings.  

 

Trench D measured 2m x 3m and was located at the very entrance of the main Pasimbahan cave, and 

east of where Trenches E1 and N2E5 were located. Trench N2E5 was where the boat-shaped 

marker was uncovered in 2007. During the 2009 field season, undisturbed deposits were excavated in 

the northeast section of the trench. These deposits were the guano-rich, bone, shell and angular rock-

laden, dark greyish black silty layer assigned as c.349 (also c.370, c.52 and c.325), found to be the 

edge of Midden 2, which was deposited north of the trench, and c.348, a layer that contained mid to 

dark greyish brown silt, few angular pebble-size rocks and some shells and animal bones. These 

exposed layers were further excavated and studied.  
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Excavation in the southern section of the trench revealed a rockfall that terminated the midden layer. 

This was assigned as c.407. A dark silty layer was found below the midden layer [c.352-325] in the 

western section of the trench. This was assigned as c.356. A pit [c.410] was found within this 

sediment layer.  

 

At the northwest section of the trench, removal of the midden layer [c.370] exposed a sandy clayey 

layer assigned as c.363. This layer yielded animal bones and shells. Context 363 was found to extend 

throughout the trench even under c.356. Excavation ended with the surface of c.363 fully exposed.  

 

7.1.2.3. Trench J 

 

A new excavation unit, designated as Trench J, was opened southeast of Midden 2. The trench was 

excavated to follow the extent of the midden layer exposed at Midden 2, collect more associated 

artefacts from the midden layer, and further understand the rockfall sequence. Trench J measured 2m 

x 4m and was located immediately north of Trench S1W5, which was opened in 2008. The top 

sediment layer, characterized as dark greyish brown silt, yielded shells and animal bones as well as 

human teeth, mostly molars, and glass beads. This layer was designated as c.400. Below c.400 was a 

darker sediment layer designated as c.402. The layer also yielded numerous human remains as well as 

glass beads, animal bones, shells and angular pebble-size rocks. The sediment layer designated as 

c.403 was found below c.402; a darker and more compact layer compared to the previous sediment 

layer. Context 403 was also characterized by angular boulder-size limestone that could have fallen 

from the cave roof. Several glass beads and numerous shells and animal bones, as well as a pitted 

stone artefact, were found within the sediment layer. There was a remarkable rarity of human 

remains in the layer. Below c.403 is a guano-rich, loose dark greyish to black sediment layer assigned 

as c.408.  

 

Context 408 was first recorded on the northwest portion of the trench, where it was much thicker, 

but it was soon found in all parts of Trench J. Context 408 proved to be a thick, animal bone-laden 

midden layer. Numerous angular boulder-size rocks, some measuring more than 50 cm in length, 

were also found. This layer was found to be similar to c.309 in Trench C, which was opened in 2008, 

and c.409 and c.339 in Trenches A and B.  Many shells, primarily Batissa spp., Anadara spp., Tellina 

spp. Polymesoda spp. and Nerita spp. and some Tridacna spp. fragments, were recorded from c.408.  A 

large Conus spp. bead and several chert flakes were also found in the layer. The layer yielded 

numerous animal bones, mainly from Macaca spp., Suss spp., Paradoxurus spp., Varanus spp. and 

Serpentes spp.. Numerous elasmobranch spines and crab pincers were also recovered. Microvertebrate 

remains found in the layer included rat and squirrel incisors and bones as well as bat and bird 

remains. Context 408 was completely removed exposing a layer of rockfall limestone, with a depth of 

around 130cm below the surface.  
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7.1.3. Fines Property Site 

 

This open site, given a National Museum code IV-2010-K1, is located at the western side of the 

Makangit karst complex; 119.563 longitude and 11.266 latitude. The site was chosen for excavation as 

a result of a general walking survey done by key team members during the start of the Dewil valley 

phase of the project for this season. The object of the survey was to decide the best place to excavate 

within the Makangit karst cluster for the amount of time remaining for the season. The Fines 

property site was chosen more due to expediency because the owner of the property is Mr. Rome 

Fines, who has been part of the project since 2007. The location of Fines property is also ideal 

because it is in the proximity of a natural spring, which is one of the areas where fresh clean water is 

readily available even in periods of drought. The site is situated 0.95kms northwest of Ille and 1.65 

km southeast of Pasimbahan site. Most of the land has been ploughed and regularly used for rain-fed 

rice agriculture. 

 During the preliminary visit it was decided that a 2m x 2m trench was to be excavated and was laid 

just a few meters north of a karstic tower that is part of the Makangit complex. It was decided to test 

this area since this part of the land has not been disturbed by agriculture. One of the primary goals of 

this excavation is to investigate the presence of open habitation sites in the Dewil Valley, which 

remains elusive. 

Archaeological excavations were carried out using trowels, picks and shovels. The strategy was to 

excavate by context but since no visible stratification was encountered it was decided that 20 cm spits 

would be appropriate. The sediment was also very compact and hard which slowed down the 

excavation process. Pouring water over the trench and letting it set helped in softening up the 

sediment.  Auger sampling was also carried out at the middle part of the trench to understand the 

sedimentation better.  

The trench in Fines Site was excavated up to a depth of 50cm below the Datum. The sediment is 

composed of very compact greyish brown silts and clay which was homogeneous throughout the 

trench. No change in sediment stratification was seen during the course of the excavation. At around 

20cm below DP a concentration of earthenware sherds were exposed at the northwest corner of the 

trench. The sherds were part of a larger sherd that was broken into pieces in situ but the rest of the 

vessel was not recovered in the excavation. A few other pieces of earthenware sherds were also 

recovered across the excavation trench.  

No evidence of habitation was found in our excavation. The earthenware sherds could have been 

eroded from a nearby area since edges of the sherds were only slightly rounded. The nearby karst 

tower of Makangit may be the sources of the sherds since earthenware pottery remains are ubiquitous 

in several of its caves. The location of the trench under the overhang of one of the karst towers and 
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at the foot of a small hill makes it a small catchment for sediments and probably artefacts. The auger 

sample also did not yield any artefactual material. 

The results show that it is best to look for other areas within the Makangit complex for the possible 

location of habitation sites.   

 

7.1.4. Reyes Property Site, New Ibajay 

 

As part of the result of last season‘s survey of Barangay New Ibajay village proper, a piece of land 

next to the current cemetery was earmarked for further investigation. The Elsa Reyes Property Site is 

located in close proximity to what is now a very narrow section of the Dewil river that divides the 

cemetery from the current community.  Eyewitness accounts describe this part of the river was much 

larger in the 1960s, and could past as a major tributary of the Dewil river. The site is about a 20 

minute walk from the Ille base camp. The purpose of investigating the site was to verify the report of 

local team members that this area of the barangay was positive of cultural materials. It was also an 

attempt to find a possible habitation site that may be correlated to the various ritualized cave sites in 

the valley. A National Museum code IV-2010-L1 was assigned to the site. 

 

A 2m x 2m test pit was opened inside the property approximately a hundred meters away from the 

narrow Dewil river, and about a hundred metres from the closest residential street of the Barangay. 

The property was an active cassava (Manihot utilissima L.) plot, which was mostly idle land at the time 

of the investigation.  The property was therefore relatively clear of crops except for uncultivated 

shrubs and a few dwarf coconut trees.  An LDP was set at the southeast corner of the pit at 20cm 

from the surface. The ploughed surface was uneven with root intrusions [c.1]. This light greyish silty 

clay was shovel-scraped because it was very hard and compact with few shells and 21st century 

artefacts. The bottom of this context was reached at about 34cm at the shallowest and 41 cm at the 

deepest from the LDP. At this point, the following compact light yellowish brown clayey silt 

sediment [c.2] was removed using metal bars and shovels. Aside from few beetle insects and root 

intrusions, there was no obvious manifestation of cultural or natural activity in this context. Below 

c.2  was a very thick deposit of compact dark brown silty clay [c.3] exposed at the depth of 55cm 

from LDP. 

 

At about 150cm below LDP with no observed artefacts, and no change in the sediment, it was 

decided to auger-sample the trench. New sediment was reached at 170cm below LDP.  It was a river 

deposit of light brown silty sand with gravels and pebbles. The auger sampling ceased at 230cm 

below LDP without hitting any new layer and with complete absence of cultural materials. It was 

decided to discontinue the excavation due to time constraints, and the unlikely possibility that there 
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would be cultural deposits below the estimated thick sediment deposit that would correspond in time 

with the ritual sites in the valley. 

 

 7.1.4. The Sibaltan Elementary School Open Site 

 

The area that comprises the territory of Barangay Sibaltan is known as a rich area for archaeological 

sites with a time-depth spanning  at least 500 years. We know this from the accounts recorded 

through interviews with local residents done during the 1998 survey of El Nido. We learned then that 

a large coastal site cemetery along the main settlement of Sibaltan was heavily pot-hunted in the late 

1970s and early 1980s. This prompted the National Museum Cultural Properties Division to send a 

rescue team to collect tradeware ceramics in 1976 and 1977.  

 

In 2009 the project‘s senior staff surveyed Barangay Sibaltan together with the Tourism Officer of El 

Nido Arvin Acosta and Barangay Captain Carmelita Acosta of Sibaltan.  We located through 

interviews, especially Captain Acosta‘s recollections, potential archaeological sites for further 

investigation. One of these potential sites is the compound of the Sibaltan elementary school, where  

burials with grave goods were uncovered in the course of school children digging rubbish pits and a 

water well.  The Accounts were also consistent that the compound was not touched by the massive 

pothunting activity of the previous decades.  The objective of the excavation was to find 

archaeological horizons that may be correlated to the Dewil valley site. It was also intended that the 

excavation will be able to establish if there are older horizons of archaeological assemblages that will 

go beyond the periods associated with tradeware ceramics.  The site was given a National Museum 

code IV-2010-G1. 

 

7.1.4.1. Trench 1 

 

A 4m x 4m trench was opened in the vicinity where previously school children unearthed human 

bones while digging a garbage pit in 1995. Located at the northeastren section and next to the north 

fence, this part of the school turned out to have served as an area for rubbish pits for decades.  

The surface of this trench was loose, brownish grey coarse sand [c.1] mottled with charcoal, burnt 

sediments as well as organic and modern materials.  Above this context was a combustion feature 

[c.2] 20cm thick straddling the southeast and southwest quadrants. There were two main layers of 

sediments revealed underneath c. 1 at the depth of 4 to 8 cm below DP: the western half was filled 

with c.4, a compact layer of dark yellowish brown sand; while c.8, a natural layer of dark brown 

speckled sand filled the eastern section of the trench. Cutting through these layers were two rubbish 

pits.  
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[Figure 11]  
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[Figure 12] 
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The smaller of the two rubbish pits was cutting through the south wall in the middle of southwest 

and southeast quadrants. The cut of this pit [c.42] was about 60cm extending up to 170cm from the 

west wall and the bottom was found at 100cm below DP; with five episodes of deposition and/or 

five intervals in burning period. All the materials found were modern refuse, e.g., burnt plastic 

materials with few corroded metals embedded in burnt sediments mottled with charcoal. Dry sieving 

yielded few earthenware sherds, and some burnt shells.  

 

The larger of the two rubbish pit occupied the entire northwest quadrant cutting through 

northwestern boundaries of the trench. The date of the original pit was determined through Erwin 

Andao, who was a grade school student and part of the group who was ordered to dig the pit in 

1989.  Four layers of fill were identified within this rubbish pit suggesting a hiatus in deposition and 

possibly an alternating use of the two rubbish pits. This pit was the older of the two rubbish pit and 

its depth was beyond the burials later exposed in the trench. All of the fills had burning episodes and 

contained contemporary materials such as plastic bags, metals, glasses as well as shells and pebbles. 

Dry sieving of the sediments yielded few earthenware sherds and unidentifiable bones of which 

mostly were burnt. In the southeastern corner a sewer pipe [c.30] was found embedded in c.8 cutting 

from the south wall at an angle towards the middle of the west wall. This was 145cm long (measured 

from south to west wall) found at about 33 – 35cm from DP. 

 

Underneath c.8 was c.13, exposed at 35cm below DP. A fragment of a base of a blue and white 

tradeware ceramic bowl was found in the middle of the trench towards the edge of the rubbish pit 

surrounded by a scatter of shells, pottery sherds, and rocks. This context and the layers beneath it 

exhibited consistent pattern of random dumping of mixed displaced materials originally from the 

rubbish pit in the northwest quadrant. Large and small animal bones were particularly numerous in 

c.15 (a dark greyish brown sand) and c.16 (dark brown coarse sand) with a scattering of potsherds, 

rocks and shells. The pattern of which again was from the edge of the pit spreading from the centre 

of the trench into the southeastern and northeastern quadrants. These layers were very subtle that 

several cuts were only noticed reflected on the wall profiles cutting through c.15 and c.16 but were 

not detected during the horizontal investigation of the contexts: c.18 was a burning feature of a 

shallow cut [c.26] found in the middle of SW and SE quadrants at the depth of 62cm below DP; c.31 

was a cut found in the SW quadrant whose fill [c.32] was mixed with the sediments of the succeeding 

layer [c.17].  

 

Context 17 was light olive brown loose sand exposed at the depth of 70cm at its highest and 74cm at 

the lowest point. A possible posthole [c.38] at an angle was discovered between the southeast and 

southwest quadrants; found at 96 cm below DP,  directly below the rubbish pit (south) cutting into 

c.17.  At slightly different depth within the matrix of this context, three distinct elongated cuts 
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emerged in the southeast, middle of western half and northern portions of the trench. All were found 

associated with burials; all were completely excavated. 

 

A large stone slab (burial marker) was found in the south eastern quadrant. This stone slab was 

recorded at 50cm below DP and was perpendicular to the east wall. Underneath this was burial 

number 1 [c.21]: The cut [c.22] was recorded at 72cm below DP. The fill, a loose light pinkish brown 

sand [c. 22], was methodically taken out and dry sieved.  The position of the skeletal remains, like 

stone marker, was perpendicular to the east wall- that is the head pointing east and the feet to the 

west. At a close examination of the skeletal profile, the fists appeared clenched and extremities were 

found close together. This suggests that it was possibly tightly wrapped or bound during burial 

preparation.   There were glass beads found around the torso, and small round shell beads across the 

skeleton. There were also four metal alloy rings in the left hand. The head was excavated through the 

east wall, which also yielded a metal blade buried with the individual (see appendix for detailed 

analysis).   

 

Burial no. 2 [c.23] was found in the southwestern quadrant at the depth of 69 cm below DP 

embedded in loose pinkish brown silty sand fill [c.19]. The cut of this adult burial reached 95cm 

below DP, making it the deepest among the three burials. This adult burial was oriented north with 

the head 30cm from and perpendicular to the large rubbish pit. The feet were about 40cm from the 

south wall and the right side was 60cm from the west wall. There 19 small glass paste beads (mostly 

reddish), six carnelian stone beads, and a singular Au bead recovered around the head and neck area. 

Shell beads were also scattered in the burial fill. Metals were found in the inner right thigh area as 

well as a chunk of stone beside the right thigh. In the process of exposing the entire skeletal profile, a 

metal arrow point was discovered beneath the neck area. Based on its location it was with the 

individual before it was wrapped in a fabric and buried (see appendix for more details).  

 

The third burial was found in the northeastern quadrant parallel to the north wall of the trench. 

Exposed directly to the east of the large rubbish pit [NW], this juvenile burial [c. 28] was oriented 

towards the east (like burial no 1 [c.21]southwest of it). The cut [c.33] was revealed at 69cm to 83cm 

below DP and with an approximate length of 93cm and about 38cm in width at its widest point. The 

fill [c.27] was light brownish grey silty sand with slight compactness. Numerous shell beads were 

found in the fill but particularly concentrated in the lower torso portion of the skeleton. These beads 

however were found across the skeletal remains- both above and below the bones. It is an indication 

that this shell beads were not directly worn as jewellery but rather sewn on a fabric used to wrap the 

body. There was also concentration of glass beads in the general area of the pelvis and femur as well 

as a metal implement in the pelvis.  The general area of the body except for few ribs in the left side 

was fairly intact but from the pelvic section down to the feet was fractured.  
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Excavation ended with the lower c.19 sandy sediment exposed across the entire trench. 

 

7.1.4.2. Trench 2 

 

This trench was set up at the northeastern section of the school ground east to northeast of Trench 3 

and southwest of Trench 1. This occupied the centre of the northern half of the school playground. 

The surface layer [c.101] was a loose light greyish brown, medium coarse, silty sand covered with 

grass, rice husks, small rocks and plastic rubbish. Sieving of c.101 yielded few beads and earthenware 

potsherds. At 22cm below the surface, a few animal bones and a concentration of earthenware sherds 

were found at the northwest quadrant. A small pit [c.103] was exposed at the northwest quadrant at 

4cm above DP. Its fill [c.104] shared similar characteristics with c.101. Underneath c.101 was a  

combustion feature [c.105] exposed at the southeast quadrant.  Context 105 was a firm, mid-greyish 

black silty sand underneath c.101, with charcoal and burnt sediment inclusions. Below c.101 and c. 

105 excavation shifted to spit digging with the first 10 cm spit revealing a layer of artefacts [c.107];  a 

piece of earthenware and a single bead, as well as coral fragments. The second 10cm spit in this 

context turned up a child burial [c.109] in the northeast quadrant. The burial fill could be 

differentiated around human remains:  dark greyish brown course sand [c. 110]. This burial c.109 

found at 20cm below DP was without an observable cut but was likely cutting from c. 107. This child 

burial was highly fragmented. A hardened piece of rubber probably used as bracelet was recovered 

along with the bones. According to local accounts, using rubber as bracelet was a common practice 

during the first half of the 20th century in Sibaltan.  

 

After removing c.107 along with the child burial, a 5 cm spit exposed a new sediment layer of light 

yellowish brown silty sand [c.112] with a noticeable increase in shell inclusions. The fifth spit at about 

20 to 26 cm below DP, yielded a single bead. Below the thick layer of c.112, was a loose and weakly 

cemented layer of yellowish brown silty sand [c.114] towards the bottom this cemented layer was 

much more consolidated and had to be chipped using metal bars and hammers. This c.114 produced 

few earthenware sherds, tiny pieces of shells and small stone flakes. 

 

At about 140cm below DP, two postholes [c.130 & c.131] were found cutting through c.114 at about 

the same elevation. The postholes continued through a more compact layer of mid yellowish brown 

indurate medium sand [c.115]. Context 130 was a ‗V‘ shape posthole 30 cm in height and 23 cm in 

width located in the southwestern wall. The fill [c.117] of c.130 was a less coarse mid yellowish grey 

sand. The posthole c.131 was profiled on the northeastern wall; its fill [c.124] was similar to c.117. 

The cemented c.115 layer in which these postholes cut through was about 160 to 170cm below DP. 

There were a few shells and potsherds recovered from this layer. 
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Below c.115, at the depth of 173 to 197cm below DP, is indurated light yellowish brown coarse sand 

[c.119]. At this context there are small pieces of potsherds and fragments of charcoal at the 

southeastern quadrant of the trench.  Underneath c.199 were two features exposed: c.125, a dark gray 

sandy silt exposed at the western quadrants. Below c.125 is  c.126, a loose light yellowish brown 

coarse sand was exposed in the middle and part of the western quadrants; contains pottery with 

residue and a fragment of what looked like a bone. The remaining area of the trench was left by the 

end of the season with c.119 still in situ. 

 

Below c. 125 was c.128 with same sedimentary characteristic as c.119. This light, coarse indurated 

sand did not yield cultural materials. Below c.128, was a strongly cemented yellow sand [c.132] with 

inclusions of charcoal and small pottery sherds. Below c.128 was a medium compact, mid-greyish 

yellow clayey sand. In the southwest quadrant, a cemented fill of a posthole [c.136] was removed 

223cm below DP. When this was lifted from the cut [c.135] the body measured 33 cm in height. The 

upper part has a ―head‖ which resembled a huge nail head measuring about 30 cm; the bottom part 

or the body which was smaller only measured 13 cm in diameter. Interestingly, c.136 was exposed 

inside an orange-red stripe of sand traversing the trench from east half of the north wall to the 

southwestern half of the wall.  This stripe of colours [c.133] running directly over the posthole.  

 

Due to time constraints, excavation ended with the exposed features mentioned above. Samples for 

OSL dating were taken from the northern wall using PVC pipe containers. Sampling was done at 

night to prevent light contamination. 

 

7.1.4.3. Trench 3 

 

This 2m x 2m trench was opened southwest of Trench 2, and about 10m east of the ―grade 2‖ 

school building. The top layer [c.101] was light yellowish brown sandy silt with dry grass covering the 

surface. In this first context, charcoal mottling grasses and few pieces of earthenware were found.  A 

spit excavation was applied after clearing the surface. There was no change in sediment in the first 

and second 10cm spits. The latter, however, was more compact and firm. In continuing the 10cm-

spits-excavation, a loose layer of mid greyish brown sand [c.102] was reached and exposed. There 

was charcoal mottling in the southwest corner along with some dry roots. About 8cm from the top 

of the pit, very loose dark greyish brown sediment was uncovered. Amongst the inclusions in this 

context were burnt animal bones. 

 

At about 22 to 28cm below DP a light yellowish brown fine sand [c.106] was exposed. There were 

few earthenware sherds, and numerous insect remains found in this layer. Below c.106 was a mid-

yellowish brown, loose silty sand deposit [c.108]. From this context, 10cm spit excavation was 
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applied. No cultural material was found in the spit excavation until the entire c. 108 was completely 

removed.  

 

An auger test was done in the centre of the trench at 78cm below DP, and continued until the auger 

hit a highly cemented sand level at the depth of 152cm below DP.  

With very little chance of going deeper because of this cemented layer, and the lack of an appropriate 

auger bit, it was decided to proceed excavating in spits in the southwestern quadrant alone. The next 

context was light brownish yellow, coarse shell and weakly cemented sand [c.113]. Large nodules of 

concreted sand, large coral chunks and small sherds of weathered earthenware were found removed 

from the quadrant. Below this layer was c.115, which was excavated in 10cm spits. The sediment was  

mid-yellowish brown coarse indurated sand with bits of zoological and botanical inclusions and 

pieces of very weathered earthenware. 

 

Below c.115 was a light greyish brown, course shell sand [c.116], relatively less cemented. A possible 

posthole [c.121] was found cutting through c.116 in the SE portion of the trench. The fill of this 

feature was dark greyish brown silty loose sand. A Tridacna spp. shell [c.122] was also uncovered at 

the surface of c.116 at about 13cm from the south wall and 25cm from the west wall. 

 

Underneath c.116 was a loose greyish brown silty sand layer [c.123] that was uncovered at a depth of 

166cm below DP at the southeast quadrant. When c.116 was removed, the surface of a loose mid 

brownish grey silty sand [c.127] layer was exposed. This layer still had live root inclusions together 

with shell and charcoal mottling. The last layer exposed was c.137 at about 239 cm below DP at its 

lowest. This was light greyish brown silty sand. A piece of earthenware fragment with incised line 

design was the only artefact found at this level.  

 

7.1.4.4. Trench 4 

 

This 2m x 2m trench was located in the northwest portion of the school grounds to the west of the 

north corner of the current  ―Grade 5 and 6‖ building. About 30m from this trench to its west was a 

stream [stream 1] next to the school fence.  The surface deposit at the trench was a soft, fine-grained 

and moderately sorted light yellowish brown sand [c.201] covered with dry grass and leaves. A few  

pottery sherds were found in this context along with a small burning feature [c.202] in the 

northwestern corner. 

 

Below c.201 was compact, light yellowish silty sand [c.203]. There were four combustion features [c. 

204, 205, 206 and 207] recorded in this context - one from each quadrants of the trench. Below c.203 

was a light yellowish brown soft sand mottled with shell materials [c. 208] where all but one (SE 

corner) of the burning features have disappeared.  
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At the northeastern corner, a different kind of sediment was exposed while following the natural 

contour of c.208. This new layer was slightly more compact and fine grained yellowish brown sand 

[c. 209] at about the same level as c.208. This context was not exposed in the other quadrants of the 

trench even after completely removing c.208, and a new context [c.210] was exposed. At the depth of 

112 cm below DP, charcoal was recovered at the very bottom of c. 210 sitting on top of the mid 

yellowish brown weakly cemented fine grained sand layer [c. 211].  

 

While breaking the cemented layer of sand using picks and a metal bar, a mineralised cranium 

fragment was uncovered in the southwest corner at 132cm below DP. This cranial fragment [c.212] 

appeared to be orientated northwards and the lower part of the body seemed to be cutting through 

the south wall. The vertical excavation of trench 4 was brought to a halt to investigate c.212. An 

extension of the trench that was labelled T5 was decided to be opened towards the predicted 

orientation of this ―burial‘‘. Sampling for OSL dating was taken from the north wall of the trench 

associated with the cranium. 

 

7.1.4.5. Trench 5 

 

The trench was opened solely to pursue possible cranial fragment [c. 212] associated materials.   It 

was deemed imperative to find the rest of the remains so a 1.5m x 1.5m extension of Trench 4 was 

opened in the southwest quadrant where the orientation of the burial was predicted. This southwest 

extension was worked deliberately quickly exposing the same sequence of sediments found from the 

adjoining trench.   

 

The upper layers were quickly taken out cautiously recording every feature on the way down. All the 

sediments were dry sieved. There were two burning features [c.215 & c. 216] found near the 

boundary of T4 and T5. These were exposed at the surface of c.214, the equivalent of c.203 in T4 

where similar combustion features were earlier revealed: Context 215, the feature found at 

northwestern boundary of the trench contained a cranium fragment, a corroded metal, corals and 

modern refuse; c.216 located near northwestern wall produced charcoal, small shell as well as modern 

refuse.  

 

When c.219 (equivalent of 210) was reached, except for a premolar, no other human remains was 

uncovered. The cemented layer did not produce anymore human bones as predicted. In the hope of 

finding the rest of the bones beneath the cranium itself, the excavation went deeper below c. 219 

through c.220, a mid yellowish brown weakly cemented sand (= 211 in T4 ). Without any sign of 

human remains, two more layers of weakly cemented sand [c. 221 and c. 222] were taken out below 
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c. 220. At about 170cm below DP and 30cm beneath the cranium fragment the excavation stopped 

with no indication of the remaining bones.  

 

7.1.4.6. Human remains  

 

A total of five individuals were recovered from the site this season. There were three individuals 

from Trench 1, one in Trench 2 and one in Trench 4. The three individuals recovered from Trench 1 

further studied by David McGahan (see Appendix) where he described in detail the morphological 

condition of the remains and the effect of taphonomic processes on the bones.    

 

No of 
individuals 

TRENCH/GRID CONTEXT 
# 

General Description 

3 Trench 1 c.23,c.21,c.28 7-8 ya undetermined, 25 ya 
female, juvenile 

1 Trench 2 c.109 juvenile 

1 Trench 4 c.212 cranial fragment 

          Figure 13. Summary of human remains from Sibaltan elementary school site 
 
7.1.4.7. Archaeobotany  
 

Two trenches at the Sibaltan Elementary School Site were sampled for flotation. Trench 2 and 3 were 

specifically chosen for their possible earlier dates. From these two trenches, three 8-litre samples 

were taken – one from context 126 (Trench 2) and two from context 127 (Trench 3).  

 

 TRENCH/GRID CONTEXT # AMOUNT (liter) 

1 Trench 2 126 8 

2 Trench 3 127 8 

3 Trench 3 127 8 

Figure 14. Summary of floatation samples taken from Sibaltan Elementary School Site 
 

Context 126 is a thin layer of coarse sand which is the interface of c.119 and c.125. The depth was 

around 221cm below DP and it is only found in the western half of the trench. 

This context contains earthenware pottery sherds some of which have residue (black soot-like 

material).  Context 126 actually has the same appearance as c.119 (light yellowish) but c.126 is loose, 

not cemented.  

 

Context 127, also a layer, is brownish with a silty sand texture found at around 224-227cm BDP.  

There was shell mottling here, along with charcoal and a few earthenware potsherds.    

  

There are no archaeological plant-remains recovered in both the light and heavy fractions of the 

three samples processed. 
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7.1.5. The Acosta Property Open Site 

 

The Acosta Property Open Site was simultaneously excavated with the Sibaltan Elementary school 

site.  This is a strip property owned by Mrs. Acosta at the current southern edge of the village. The 

property is oriented east-west,  with the eastern end being a slightly elevated beach front, and the 

western end as part of the slope of a nearby knoll. This property is located near the cemetery of the 

town, and adjacent to the property heavily pot-hunted in the 1970s. When surveyed in 2009, it was 

assessed as an area with potential to hold archaeological deposits that may be associated with the 

Dewil valley assemblages. The household of Mrs. Acosta still has some tradeware ceramics recovered 

accidentally in her properties near the looted cemetery, and they do point to the presence of 

tradeware ceramics associated to at least 600 years old exchange. The site was given a National 

Museum code of IV-2010-F1. 

 

Due to manpower and time constraints, it was decided that for this season only two test excavation 

trenches were opened.  

 

7.1.5.1 Trench 1 

 

After a systematic field walk of the site, this particular area was chosen to start the investigation of 

the landscape. To its north was a streambed cutting into the landscape from  the base of a knoll  in 

the western side towards the beach. This dried-up stream bed was created by a recent typhoon as 

evidenced by fresh cuts in the soil partially exposing roots of trees on its way. To its east was a 

mound of sand, or berm, created by tidal action. Trench 1 was opened in relation to a large stone 

slab found perpendicular to the berm to its east and south of the stream bed. Inferred as a possible 

burial marker, a 2m x 2m test trench was set up enclosing this stone.  

 

The surface layer was light brownish grey silty sand [c.1001] exposed after clearing dry leaves and 

grasses. The c.1001 sediment was looser towards the berm and more compact inland. Charcoal, 

shells, few animal bones and burnt sediments were found in this layer. Excavating naturally using 

trowels exposed a more compact [c.1002] but very similar in appearance layer. Underneath this 

sediment was a light greyish brown and moderately compact silty sand [c.1003a] layer composed of a 

mixture of ashy materials and small gravels with shells. A feature [c. 1006] suggesting burning events 

was exposed at about 26 to 32cm below DP in the northwest as well as northeast corners of the 

trench. Patches of marine animal burrows were with whitish to grey silty and clayey sand. At this 

level, an ashy pit lined with a coral slab was observed in the northwest corner. Suspecting that this 

coral was a burial marker the excavators began pulling away c. 1003 exposing the cut [c.1019] and the 

burial fill [c. 1020]. The trench was extended by 2m westward because of the discovery of this burial 

[c.1015]. 
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A long bone and several fragmented human remains were found at about 29 to 39cm below DP 

embedded in moderately compact light yellowish brown clayey sand [c.1008]. This c.1008 layer, 

underneath context 1003, yielded burnt bones animal teeth and earthenware fragments. The bones 

were scattered and none were in situ. As the excavation continued, more bones were recovered 

embedded in c.1008 particularly concentrated in the western extension towards the middle of the 

northern part of the trench. The cranium was found at 55cm below DP facing slightly downwards 

towards the northeast. Most of the head part including the mid-face was smashed and without 

maxilla; mandible was found underneath the pelvis. Upon removal of the cranium series of rib bones 

was revealed alongside articulated vertebrae. The trench was further extended by 60cm to the north 

from 70 to 250cm from the east wall to retrieve the rest of the mostly articulated bones found 

attached to the north wall. The legs and feet were located in this section fully articulated as well as the 

thoracic and lumbar region. Several grave goods including a horn or ivory knife handle was found 

sitting vertically at the pelvic region. This human burial was concluded to be originally sitting down- 

disturbance and scattering of bones specifically on the left side were due to root action.  
 

The last layer of sediment excavated was c.1025, a light yellowish brown sand exposed at 89 to 99cm 

below DP underneath c.1008 where the burial was found. 

 

7.1.5.2. Trench 2 

 

This 2m x 1m trench was opened to the west of Trench 1, farther from the berm and closer to the 

stream and knoll slope. The surface of this trench was loose, light brownish grey silty sand [c.1001] 

has shell mottling with burnt sediments and plenty of coconut roots. The highest point of the surface 

was about 26cm below DP at the southern portion and the lowest being 37cm below DP gradually 

sloping down in northeastern section towards the stream bed.  

 

This layer was naturally followed by trowel scraping until loose dark greyish brown sand with 

charcoal mottling [c.1004] was exposed. Like the surface context, c.1004 had heavy coconut root 

intrusion. Below this layer was c.1005, mid yellowish brown silty sand exposed at about 30 to 40cm 

below DP. In this matrix a rectangular feature of much looser, light greyish brown sand was revealed 

near the middle in southern half of the trench [c.1009]. It is possible that rodent activity yielded 

displaced small bones and shell fragments.  

 

At a spit excavation on the following layer [c.1010] Small corals and shell fragments were found 

throughout the trench. A modern bullet possibly used as a pendant was found about 98cm below DP 

in the 3rd 10cm spit of this medium to coarse light yellowish brown sand layer. It took another 30 cm 

of spit excavation before another layer, thin layer of mid greyish soft coarse sand [c.1016], was 

reached. Below c.1016 was soft, light yellowish brown sand [c.1017].  This thin layer appeared to 
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directly cover the natural formation of bed rock [c. 1018]. The excavation stopped on this bed rock 

covering the floor of the entire trench at the depth of 164cm below DP at its lowest point. 

 

 

7.1.6 The Pasimbahan-Maligaya, Cave Site 

 

The Pasimbahan cave in Barangay Maligaya (National Museum Site code IV-2010-H1) is located 

119.391 longitude, and 11.174 latitude. The cave is a well known venue to the local population. Since 

at least the 1980s the young people of El Nido use the cave as a hang-out. The numerous amounts of 

graffiti on the cave walls attest to this. However, its popularity as a place to visit and pass the time 

was a recent phenomenon. Before the construction of the first class cement highway that links the 

main town of El Nido to Barangay Corong-corong, and as far south as Tatay and Puerto Princesa, 

the cave was accessible through a narrow dirt road surrounded by vegetation. It is a cave that is 

wrapped in many stories that concerns the supernatural. It is still a bravery challenge for people to   

spend time inside the cave, especially at night.  The Cuyonin placename ―Pasimbahan‖, and the 

folklore that surrounds it was further attracted the project to study this cave.  

 

A short test excavation activity was planned to go with the main objective in the Pasimbahan cave, 

which was to clean the cave and erase all the contemporary graffiti that covered its walls. The test 

excavations can give us an idea of the potential of the cave as a site for older archaeological deposits. 

The graffiti-covering objective is a heritage initiative that coincided with the Municipal tourism 

office‘s master plan. The tourism office envisions a nature/culture trail that links the caves along the 

massive karst from Maligaya to Corong-corong for tourism purposes.   

 

Most of the team members of the project concentrated work in Pasimbahan from April 20 to 23, 

while an advance party of veteran members of the team went ahead to the Dewil valley base to start 

work at Ille. 

 

7.1.6.1 Trench 1 

 

This 1m x 1m trench was located closest to the main entrance of the cave. It is still within the range 

of the natural morning lighting that enters the cave from its mouth.  The surface was cleared of 20th 

century materials, e.g., broken glass bottles, plastic wrappers and containers. This surface [c.1] is a 

mid-yellowish brown clayey silt that is compact. Burnt organics and small fragments of limestone 

were observed scattered at the surface. Below the surface sediment is a mid-yellowish brown silty clay 

deposit [c.2] that is more compact and harder to scrape. Large smoothly weathered limestone rocks, 

some getting to boulder-size, were exposed especially in the north and northwest portions of the 

trench. Within the sediment, 20th century glass shards were still recovered. Underneath c.2 is a darker 

yellowish brown fine sandy silt deposit [c.3], which was also compact. A  less compact sediment was 
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underneath c.3, which was covering a concentration of limestone rocks. A single bat bone was 

recovered from this layer. The excavation ended with the rocks exposed, most likely part of a larger 

rock fall deposit. The excavation ended with most of the rock deposits exposed in the trench at the 

deepest end of 85cm from DP.   

 

7.1.6.2 Trench 2 

 

This 1m x 1m trench was located further inside the cave‘s main chamber; at the very end of the 

sunlight-range of the cave. The surface sediment is mid-reddish brown sandy silt [c.101]. This surface 

was very compact. This layer was scraped to reveal a lens of mid-yellowish brown sandy silt [c.107], 

and underneath was another thin layer of dark-yellowish brown sandy silt lens. Underneath c.107 was 

compact mid-reddish brown sandy silt deposit with more limestone mottling compared to the upper 

layers. Below this compact c.107 layer were three features: a light gray sandy silt layer   [c.105] 

exposed at the southwest corner of the trench, which included root inclusions; a loose mid-yellowish 

brown sandy silt feature at the western portion of the trench just above a dark-orange brown sandy 

silt feature [c.109], and a mid-yellowish brown sandy silt with black speckles, which disappeared at 

the depth of 8cm from DP. It is likely that these features are the remains of recent combustion 

activities inside the cave. Below these combustion features is a mid-yellowish brown sandy silt [c.103] 

deposit, which was compact with charcoal and shell fragments.  

 

Directly underneath c.103 is dark-yellowish brown sandy silt [c.106] sediment with nodules of black 

organic material (most likely guano). Three fine-grain stone flakes were recovered from within this 

deposit in the middle of the trench at 45cm from DP. Excavation ended within context 106 at the 

depth of 50cm from DP.      

 

7.1.6.3 Trench 3 

 

The innermost to the cave 1m x 1m trench excavated for the season. The surface was mid-greyish 

brown silty clay and was compact [c.201]. At around 1-2 cm from the surface white specks of 

possibly guano scatter was exposed across the trench [c.202]. Context 202 was compact light-greyish 

brown sediment.  Large limestone rocks were exposed in the eastern portion of the trench. 

Underneath this sediment was a mid-yellowish brown clayey sand [c.203] sediment that was also 

compact. The last depositional context excavated was c.204; loose dark-yellowish brown silty sand 

exposed at the depths of 37 to 47cm from DP.  This sediment appeared to have much more guano 

inclusions than the previously recorded deposits.  

 

After the backfilling of all the trenches, the members of the Maligaya Barangay council and residence 

of the Barangay were invited to the cave. The cave was cleaned during the excavation period and all 
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visible graffiti in the cave were covered by a mixture of guano mud making the cave look as if it was 

never written on. A simple turn-over ceremony was held with the signage placed at a visible point in 

the cave‘s mouth. The signage held the information of the cave‘s name, the National Museum code 

and a short message in English and Cuyonin of the significance of the cave to local heritage. 

   

7.1.6.4. Exploration of Pasimbahan cave 

 

The objective was to record human activity within the cave complex. A limited spelunking survey 

was initiated and from the observation of the team, the cave complex is longer and deeper beyond 

the points where technical caving equipment was necessary. Just within the main chamber of the cave 

a pit was recorded to hold artefactual materials. The hole was only large enough for one person to 

enter, and explore. It went down for over 3 meters and at the bottom of the pit two sacks were 

recovered, tied close with a nylon string, with dog remains inside them. One of the plastic sacks 

contained the complete skeleton of a dog mixed with substantial dog fur. The other sack contained 

the same condition of a dog skeleton but was missing the skull bones. There was a canine skull 

recovered next to these sack but was not inside a sack. Both bags were still well tied without any 

holes. It is therefore viewed that the dog inside the second sack must have been decapitated before 

the body was placed inside the sack and deposited in the pit.  The dogs must have been killed just 

over a year based on the existence still of most of the dog hair and fleshy tissues inside the sack. 

Aside from the sacks with dog remains, an almost complete goat skeleton was recovered from the 

pit, underneath a rock ledge. Near the goat skeleton was a piece of nylon rope that may have been 

tied to the neck of the goat.  

 

The animal remains seem to be associated with ritualistic behaviour, based on the way they were 

deposited inside the cave, especially inside the pit. Later in the excavation, it was observed that at the 

main entrance of the cave there were at least five other sacks were tied securely. One of these sacks 

was broken open and had in it dog bones. 

 

7.2. Micromorphology samples 

 

Soil micromorphological sampling was also conducted this year, especially in the newly excavated 

sites in Sibaltan, El Nido to further understand archaeological stratigraphy and site formation. Eleven 

new samples were taken during the 2010 season. Six samples were from the Sibaltan Elementary 

School Site (IV-2010-G1) and five from the Late Holocene and earlier deposits of Ille Cave. These 

samples await processing and analysis. 
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Sample Code/No. NM Accession No. Location Depth 

Sample 1 (133-134) 
G1/2/N #1 

IV-2010-G1-717 Trench 2 North Section ~2.1m (surface);  

Sample 2 (133-134) 
G1/2/N #2 

IV-2010-G1-718 Trench 2 North Section ~195 (surface) 

Sample 3 (114-115) 
G1/3/ 

IV-2010-G1-719 Trench 2 South Section ~140-150 (surface) 

Sample 4 (115?) 
G1/3/ 

IV-2010-G1-720 Trench 3 South Section ~140-150 (surface) 

Sample 5 (116?) IV-2010-G1-721 Trench 3 South Section ~150-160 (surface) 

Sample 6 (123) IV-2010-G1-722 Trench 3 South Section ~180-190 (surface) 

Sample 7 (101-102) IV-2010-G1-723 Trench 3 North Section ~10-20 cm (surface) 

Ille 2010 SM-1 
(1322-1344) 

IV-1998-P-44752 Deep Trench ~510cm (DP) 

Ille 2010 SM-2 (1377) IV-1998-P-44753 Deep Trench ~530cm (DP) 

Ille 2010 SM-3 (947-
2131/2122) 

IV-1998-P-44754 East Chamber N15,W2 
South Section 

~80-90 (DP) 

Ille 2010 SM-4 IV-1998-P-44755 Deep Trench Auger Sample ~1500cm (DP) 

Figure 16. Table of soil micromorphology samples taken from El Nido sites 

 

7.3 Surveys 

 

The bulk of the survey work done for this season had the characteristic of revisiting previously 

surveyed places and cultivating information coming from local members of the team. The local 

members are now very much aware of what we are studying and hear information from friends that 

point to potential sites within El Nido.  

 

7.3.1.  Pacaldero Cave Site, Sinilakan (IV-1999-G) 

 

The cave is located at about 353 degrees north of the Ille tower and can be reached by an 

approximately thirty minute-hike from the Ille base camp. This was first surveyed by Jun Cayron in 

1999 as part of the National Museum of the Philippines, UP-ASP and the Southeast Asian Institute 

for Culture and Environment (SEAICE) survey project headed by Dr. Dizon and Dr. Solheim.  At 

the time, the cave was just known by the name of the tower where it is located – Sinalakan. Only this 

season that we found out that the cave has a name separate from the Limestone tower. The Cuyonin 

called it Pacaldero because of the cauldron-like features that form inside the cave due to dissolving 

pools of calcium carbonate. Within these cauldron-like features, for the first time, we observed that 

burial and votive jars were placed inside these natural features.  

 

This cave was first described as a possible secondary burial site with great archaeological potential as 

evidenced by human bones, fragments of big earthenware jars, and shells found in the cracks and 

surface in the ledges inside the cave. The unique ―turtle-like‖ artefact with a scroll-incised design on 
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the ―carapace‖ was found in one of the ledges inside the cave (see Cayron 2004). The structure of 

this low-fired earthenware figurine vessel suggests that it was possibly a container for liquids- 

possibly a lamp or oil container. This artefact was found inside the cave in close proximity with jar 

burials, but may have fallen from a higher location or horizontally moved in antiquity.  The Pacaldero 

cave was briefly revisited in 2004 and 2006 in search of the missing pieces of the figurine. These 

surveys did not yield any of the expected pieces.   

 

Following a report that there is a previously unrecorded site around Sinilakan, the team revisited the 

area. We were, however, led back to Pacaldero. A more thorough investigation of the cave was done, 

equipped with better light and more experience in the archaeology of the area. This led to the 

discovery of what looked like appliquéd pottery representing human faces associated with intricately 

designed sherds of burial jar covers.  

 

There are two main openings at ground level to the cave. Using the data obtained from the report 

from the initial survey, the cave was thoroughly searched and mapping was attempted starting from 

the big opening at the base near the western portion of the Sinilakan tower. This big cave mouth is a 

dark, funnel-like narrow passage about 1.5m wide that gradually widens, and grows much darker 

inside. A small compartment with a ledge about 3m x 3m wide and 1.5m elevated from the damp 

surface of silt and pebbles was noted at the lowest part of the cave Located at the end of the passage 

from the big mouth: the most illuminated part inside the ground area of the cave, It was an altar-like 

shelf dramatically lighted by a hole in the high ceiling. Facing this compartment is another narrow 

dark passage with damp surface covered with thick guano. No sign of cultural materials was observed 

in this part of the cave.  

 

There was a small crevice on the right side (facing the inner cave chamber) leading to a totally dark 

narrow passage [locality 9] with high ceiling and ends at a larger opening about 2.5 to 3m wide and 

approximately 5m in elevation. This passage approximately 25-30m long has a large number of 

incised and plain earthenware sherds on the surface and more buried under a loose deposit of guano. 

Most of these jar fragments most likely fell or slid from the ledges and sloping passages above it. 

Some, especially those that were found near the small opening at the end of the passage, were likely 

moved by people for there were no direct connecting passages from above it. From this passage the 

leg of the figurine that was previously described as a turtle was found – separated by crevices from 

where the figurine was retrieved in 1999. This proved that the figurine must have fallen or was 

moved from its original position inside the cave. The leg figure perfectly fit one of two brakes 

noticed at the underside of the figurine, and when repaired, showed that the figurine represented a 

bird figure rather than a turtle.  
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The left wall of locality 9 is slanted with ledges just above it. These ladder-like  ledges can either be 

climbed from this passage or, conveniently, from the big sloping passage on the north side about 

15m away from the larger entrance of the cave. The first ledge where the bird figurine was found was 

labelled Locality 1(L1); human bones, shells and earthenware jar sherds and a fragment of a shell 

bracelet were recovered from this area. Just beyond Locality 1 is a large, steep, cavern/hole leading to 

Locality 9, where numerous pottery fragments were recovered.  On the left side of Locality 1, facing 

the cavern, is a narrow passage leading up to the other ledges directly above. The artefacts on the 

surface were photographed recorded, retrieved and labelled thereafter.  

 

On the right side of L1 is a small crack opening not immediately noticeable because of total darkness 

and because of the presence of stalactites partially blocking it. This chamber resembles a sloping aisle 

covered in about 50-60cm of guano with concave platforms on either side.  These platforms created 

by water action formed perfect hollows were jars were placed in antiquity. Pottery sherds were piled 

inside these rounded features, which were labelled Localities 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. All these localities 

seem to have remains of burial jars or votive jars. In Locality 6, an almost complete face and a larger 

fragment of a face that depicted one eye and eyebrow was recovered alongside an ear appliquéd 

pottery piece and large fragments of highly decorated sherds that belong to a jar cover.  

 

The channel between the localities also yielded a large volume of jar fragments underneath the guano. 

some of which include carinated potteries with geometric designs and painted with orange pigment. 

These were possibly part of the jars originally placed in the concave platforms. Most of the potteries 

found in the left side (localities 2 and 5) were plain large fragments of the base of jars.  The 

southmost part of the chamber next to the platforms is more spacious with big concave formation 

right beside the ―jar platforms‖. It was assigned Locality 6. Burnt woods and very few pottery 

fragments were seen on this side. At the end of the chamber is another concave formation about 

1.5m in diameter. Assigned locality 4, this was a partially illuminated area with vertical opening like a 

chimney leading to a small chamber about 3 meters above it. There were very few small fragments of 

jars recovered in this locality.  

 

 A base, large rim and a portion of jar with ―nipple‖ encrusted with limestone were found in this 

small chamber which was assigned Locality 8. Guano covers the entire sloping floor and there was 

complete absence of human bones. The entire area is flooded with light coming from an opening- a 

small sinkhole 2m in width on the right side which illuminates the entire area from outside the 

chamber. About 20m in elevation, it is the same opening described in earlier survey narratives, which 

can be used to enter the cave from east side. Descending from this opening or stepping out from 

locality 8, locality 8a can be found. It is a ledge covered with vines and dry leaves with boulder-size 

rocks on the surface. Small globular pottery the size of a child‘s head was discovered along with solid 

mushroom shape earthenware about 6cm in height. Earthenware sherds were visible underneath the 
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big rocks poking out from the sides and partially covered with soil. This is an indication that this 

ledge has been perpetually disturbed by rock falls and erosion from antiquity till recently.  

Two more ledges assigned Locality 8b and 8c are located directly below Locality 8a. Both of these 

ledges situated directly above locality 1, were found positive of cultural materials. Numerous human 

bones, earthenware sherds and shells were noted underneath eroded soils and rock falls. The surfaces 

of these ledges were partially cleared for documentation purposes. All human remains were only 

present in the ledges and did not survive in the dark chambers when the floors were covered with 

guano. 

 

The higher parts of the tower from the eastern side (small cave opening as starting point) were 

explored by climbing the steep and razor sharp limestone rocks. Pieces of fingernail-size earthenware 

sherds were found near the opening of a narrow horizontal passage (less than a meter high but 

several meters wide) in the eastern side of the tower at an elevation of approximately 15m from the 

small mouth of the cave. Going further up from this point was very perilous because of the slippery 

and sharp limestone rocks.  

 

7.3.2. Idulot cave site (IV-2007-T) 

 

The cave system called Idulot is located in the southwestern tower of the Makangit karst complex. It 

was most likely the only karst that Robert Fox was able to visit in the 1960‘s, and was revisited by   

by Ms. Gloria Fernandez in the 1970s, where she collected some lingling-o earrings, nephrite 

bracelets and highly decorated pottery sherds. Ms. Fernandez mentioned Idulot to members of the  

1998 team, but it was only in 2007 that it was finally located and re-surveyed by members of the 

project (see 2007 report). It was re-surveyed this year in light of the effort to look for a suitable place 

within the Makangit complex to excavate.     

 

The main entrance to the cave is around 9m wide and 5m high. It splits into two narrow and low 

passages that end in large cave chambers, which in turn connects to smaller cave chambers. The site 

has many pottery sherds associated with the metal period, shell artefacts, and human bones with 

traces of red pigment on their surface, as demonstrated by the samples taken during 2007.  It is 

definite that the cave contained not only votive offerings but also jar burials as inferred from the 

scattering of large earthenware pottery sherds next to human bones in the deep crevices of the cave. 

Also recovered from the survey was a pre-form for a melo shell scoop, and large fragments of a 

highly decorated pot with a fluting base. An almost identical sherd can be found in Mrs. Fernandez‘s 

collection, and most likely belong to the same vessel.  
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The large rounded treasure hunter‘s pit observed in 2007 at the main entrance of the cave is still 

open. There are talks that someone still is digging deeper into this pit. However, comparing the 

pictures of 2007 with this year‘s does not show any substantial different in depth and size of the pit. 

 

According to local team members, they are hearing reports of a karst formation called Kalit-kalit in a 

sitio called Banaba. The walk is over an hour with no roads and no nearby settlement. There is a large 

well lighted cave that according to the account has many shells and human remains.   

 

7.4. Public Archaeology 

 

7.4.1. Community Museum Project in Sibaltan  

Within the duration of the archaeological research in Barangay Sibaltan, a dedicated team had the 

objective of making a community museum.  In April 17, 2010, a public museum was opened for the 

community. A way of showing gratitude to the community is to share new knowledge about their 

place, and make them understand and appreciate the past, their own culture, which will aid them 

value their own identity. 

Part of the pre-archaeological preparation in putting up the exhibition were conducting primary 

research of Sibaltan, formulating lectures regarding archaeology and heritage, and purchasing certain 

materials that are not (or most likely) available in the area.  For the community museum project, 

there were two museum interns assigned to undertake the heritage work; one from the University of 

the Philippines-Archaeological Studies Program (UPASP), Jasminda Ceron, and from the University 

of Washington, Lace Thornberg. 

The venue chosen where to install the exhibit was provided by the Barangay Captain and the 

Barangay council.  They were generous enough to offer the office of the barangay officials. The 

room was photographed for documentation. The interns together with the barangay captain decided 

which particular area in the room to install the exhibit. Then, the floor area as well as the walls to be 

used was measured.  

For the next few days, the interns conducted participant observation and interviews among the locals 

about the history of the place, knowing their past experiences in Sibaltan, different folktales, beliefs 

and practices, and everyday life as well. Respondents chosen were mostly from 50-90 years of age. 

Grade school and high school teachers were also considered.  

In addition, a forum between the project‘s students, faculty and staff was organized to integrate their 

ideas and come up with a theme for the exhibit.  A  Focused Group Discussion (FGD), facilitated by 

the museum interns, was carried out at the barangay hall office. This was participated by the barangay 
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officials, grade school and high school teachers, and college administration officer and faculty from 

El Nido, Palawan. The activity aided the interns as well as for the community to conceptualise the 

content, design and visualise the output of the exhibit. 

As expected, during the FGD, most questions raised were about what to be exhibited and how the 

exhibit will tell the story of Sibaltan. It was clear that the community itself would want to know more 

about their past and show whoever visits there town —local and foreign visitors — that they have 

their own identity and culture as Cuyonin, which remains the dominant ethnolinguistic group in 

Sibaltan. 

A short lecture about archaeology and heritage was given to the community at the activity area of the 

barangay hall to educate them about the discipline and inculcate the significance of cultural heritage. 

Few only attended and as observed, most of them still saw the presence of the archaeologists in their 

community as a threat. This sentiment was also observed in informant interviews.  

In the course of the preparation, some people from the community helped clean the floors and walls 

of the exhibit area. They also helped in installing the pedestals, painting the walls and the tables, 

arranging the book shelves, and installing the two panels.  There are supplies bought in the town 

proper of El Nido, such us, plywood for the panels, paint and paint thinner. Nails and other wood 

materials were provided by Captain Acosta.  Other materials were prepared in Manila and were 

shipped to El Nido before the start of the excavation. 

The photographs were printed in El Nido. The preparation, i.e., panel painting, text writing and 

printing, lamination, and mounting were done in a classroom at the Sibaltan Elementary School.  The 

text, captions and photos were printed and laminated. Double-adhesive tapes were used to mount 

the text and pictures.  Sibaltan Elementary school teacher Rhoderick Gacasa helped in painting and 

lettering the exhibit panels; he was also an active member of the excavation team.  For the panel 

heading, the text was inscribed with the use of pencil, and different paint colours.  

Two panels were prepared for the text and photos. One panel was allotted for a brief text about the 

archaeology and heritage of Sibaltan. A panel was tinted with light blue paint which represents the 

ocean. And a map of El Nido was illustrated at the left corner of the panel.  The idea is to depict El 

Nido as one of the island in the Philippines and the village of Sibaltan is part of it. This side of the 

panel concisely describe how archaeology as a discipline could help reconstruct the past environment 

and culture. An artist rendition of how Sibaltan looks like in the past was exhibited. Photographs 

taken during the participant observation, showing the present life of the people were also displayed.   

The other panel explains archaeological discoveries. The panel was painted mimicking the 

stratigraphy of one of the trenches excavated.  It summarises what archaeology is and what 
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archaeologists do. Photos of some significant artefacts recovered convey a story about the past of 

Sibaltan.   

A section for children was added to the exhibit. These interactive displays are not only for the young 

but also for those who are young at heart. We believe this component plays an important role in 

most community-base exhibits. In addition a small sandbox (plant/flower size box) was made 

children could dig like archaeologists. Card games were also made and included in the exhibition. 

Since the majority of the population are Cuyonin, the interns initially decided to use Filipino, English 

and Cuyonin languages for the texts and captions. However, since Cuyonin is a language mostly 

spoken than written (according to the teachers and barangay captain); it was seen too great a 

challenge to translate the text to Cuyonin given the time constraints. Moreover, panel space was 

limited. Because of this, the interns decided to drop the Cuyonin language and use a bilingual 

approach with Filipino as the lead language with an English translation.   

Another problem encountered was the borrowing of archaeological and/or ethnographic materials 

from the community because of the issue on caring and protection of the objects. During the exhibit 

day itself, the barangay captain extended her help. She loaned her personal collection of 

archaeological materials such as ceramics and brass bracelets. To keep track of the loaned objects, a 

record book was used with the details needed to be recorded.  A guest book was also provided for 

the people who visit the exhibition inside the barangay hall to sign. It is hoped that the generosity of 

Barangay Captain Acosta will help create an atmosphere of trust within the community.    

A short program ushered the opening of the exhibit. The Chief of the Archaeology Division of the 

National Museum of the Philippines as well as the Mayor of El Nido were in attendance. The local 

priest was invited who then blessed the ceremony and the exhibit hall. After the ribbon cutting and 

viewing of the exhibit, refreshments were served, and an impromptu program took place, where 

members of our team joined the Sibaltan residents and guest in singing songs.   

The exhibit now stands as part of Sibaltan‘s heritage and tourism resource.  

7.4.2. Public Archaeology at Ille and El Nido town 

 

The existing site exhibit at Ille was updated and maintenance work was done on the panels. The 

panels and the time-line tarpaulin mounted at the rockshelter continues to provide substantial 

information on the cultural and historical importance of the PIPRP findings for the benefit of local 

and foreign visitors who visit the Ille tower.  
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During the excavation period, the team fielded the questions of visitors and explained the latest 

findings. Worth the mention for this season were the 80 students from the Palawan State University, 

Puerto Princesa (PSU), headed by their professor, Mike Dablado. The PSU trip group camped at 

Makangit and walked to visit the Ille site where they were given a tour. They stayed overnight around 

the Makangit towers and went back to Puerto Princesa the following day.  

 

Our participation in the annual Kudugnan art festival was more pro-active this year. Team members 

actively participated in the activities of the festival held in the town center.  We also hosted the guest 

artists of the festival at Ille, and provided lectures held at the Balay Tubay Bistro on digital 

photography and an overview of the current results of the Palawan Island Palaeohistoric Research 

Project.  

 

7.4.3. The rescue of Imorigue island ancient ossuaries   

 

The Imorigue archaeological sites, with the Maulohin ossuary site (IV-2007-L) being the most 

significant, is in the centre of El Nido heritage work. Heritage conservation and accessibility are 

being worked out within the template of the El Nido Eco/Archaeo municipal tourism master plan.  

The island of Imorigue is already in a new tourist trail set-up developed by the Municipal Tourism 

office, which includes a visit to Ille, a boat ride across the large mangrove forest to Imorigue island, 

snorkelling off the coast of Imorigue, and visits to archaeological sites that dot the island‘s coastal 

cliffs.  

 

Consistent with several reports learned from Mindoro Island and the Cordillera provinces of 

Japanese war dead remains being collected and repatriated to Japan, it was reported to the project by 

our local team members that a Japanese group led by local guides have looked at archaeological sites 

within the Dewil valley and Imorigue.  Because the key sites in the valley were protected by local 

team members, the bone hunters were not allowed to collect anything from the sites they visited. 

This was not the case for the Imorigue sites.  

 

Accounts by eyewitnesses described that around February and early March 2010, a group of Japanese 

were allowed by the bird‘s nest concessioner of Imorigue to collect the bones from the two ancient 

ossuaries of Maulohin (NM site code IV-2007-L) and Cave 3 (NM site code IV-2007-M). The 

visitors came on a large white speed boat and were composed of ten Japanese students, a sensei 

looking man, and a tall Japanese woman who could speak good Filipino who acted as an interpreter 

for the group.  

 

At Maulohin, an eyewitness saw several of the members of the group cry when they saw the pile of 

bones inside the cave. They then carefully sorted the bones by type and placed them inside white 
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cotton bags. Someone from the local group asked the Japanese if they had a permit to take the bones 

out. The group spokesperson answered that they were going to get the appropriate permits and asked 

the birds nest guards to look after the sacked bones until they returned with the permits.  

We checked with the National Museum, the PCSD, the Municipal offices of El Nido, if indeed any 

attempt was made by a group to get permission to collect human bones. None of the agencies knew 

of any attempt to formally request permission. 

 

The first step done to restore the bones in their original setting was to call on the bird-nest 

concessionaire for Imorigue who permitted the Japanese group. We told him that what the Japanese 

group did was illegal and that the bones were definitely not remains of Japanese soldiers. We also 

asked the concessionaire to tell his guards to allow us to take the bones back to where they were 

taken. He agreed.  The request was also to make sure that the armed guards will not obstruct the 

process.  There was some reluctance from the guards when our boat full of New Ibajay team 

members went to their base camp to collect the sacks. The guards said that they were going to earn at 

least 500 pesos per individual when the Japanese came back.  They also plan to dig a deep hole inside 

the Maulohin cave now that it was cleared of human remains – thinking that they will find treasure 

inside the cave.  

 

When the team reached Maulohin, escorted by heavily armed bird-nest guards, who at this stage were 

still suspicious of our intentions, what we saw was a cave without a single human bone left. The dug-

out wooden coffin that held at least five human skulls was left behind – clearly not of interest to the 

Japanese team. This tells us that they were not after antiquities but just for human bones, which 

reinforced the idea that they were looking for the remains of Japanese war dead. There were six sacks 

taken from the guard‘s camp to Maulohin.  Five of these sacks were good quality white cotton sacks 

labelled in ballpoint ink ―Imolige‖. There was a larger dirty plastic sack that had all sorts of contents 

from a black guano-rich matrix. 

 

The bones that belong to Imorigue were not covered with moss, but those from sites more exposed 

to the elements were covered with moss, or were highly bleached. It was therefore easy to separate 

what came from Maulohin and what came from Cave 3.  

 

The human remains were carefully placed inside the cave site as close to how we remembered they 

were last arranged. This was not too relevant knowing that the bones have been rearranged many 

times in the recent past. 

 

The large dirty sack contained guano covered bones with shells and rocks. We inferred that the 

guards with the Japanese group were asked if they knew other caves with bones, and someone must 

have said yes. The site must be somewhere higher up the rock face of the island and difficult to 
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reach. The guard must have been asked to go up the site and collect everything that looked like bone, 

which will explain why shells and rocks that may have looked like bones to a person not use to seeing 

bones especially covered in dark guano were collected. It was unfortunate that this took place 

because clearly the site that was disturbed was not known to us to date. Precious information was 

lost because of this war bone collecting activity. Not knowing were these bones come from, we 

decided to put the contents at a corner of Cave 3. 

 

The team went back to the Dewil valley satisfied knowing that our activity had a positive impact on 

the way the bird-nest guards saw the archaeological sites, and how it had reinforced the heritage 

consciousness of several local team members who came with us and actively assisted in the process 

of returning the bones. It is also worth mentioning that we learned of the activity of the Japanese 

group from members of our team who called us earlier in the year to tell us of their suspicion. It was 

also individuals who are involve in the PIPRP who were responsible for planting doubt in the minds 

of people who were actively supporting the Japanese bone collecting activity that what they were 

doing was not right. We believe this led to the questions about permits and the Japanese being more 

cautious, which made them leave the bones with the bird-nest guards, rather than immediately take  

the human remains away from Palawan. 

   

 

8. Discussion 

 

The following are some discussion points concerning this season‘s work.   

 

8.1. Looking at the valley and Sibaltan 

 

The Dewil valley revealed exciting new information in this season‘s work.  At the Ille site, a new 

cremation burial came out at the EWCT. Though the cremation was not totally exposed and not 

retrieved, the size of the bone fragments uncovered reveal a larger amount of intact bones.  This 

cremation is therefore potentially significant in giving us more information about the individual 

cremated and the people who did the cremation 9000 years ago.  At the last surface exposed at 

Pasimbahan-Magsanib Trenc B, a scattering of flake tools and flake debitage was uncovered. This 

would be the first time these types of stone artefacts were recovered not associated with pottery, 

metal or glass artefacts in this site. The implications of such may be relevant to time-depth, i.e., older 

than 4000 ya, and culture-type, i.e., a small group of gatherers and hunters. However, we have to wait 

for next season to further argue these hypotheses.   

 

A most unexpected find came out of Sinalakan. It goes to show that what was thought of as a well 

surveyed cave could still reveal surprisingly significant finds. Perhaps, unlike in previous visits, we 

had better lighting, or perhaps because we were not too focused on finding missing pieces of the 

Sinilakan clay figurine. The Pacaldero site appliquéd face decoration associated with sherds of 
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intricately designed jar covers, and highly decorated votive pots established the site to be in-line with 

the other metal period jar burial cave sites in the Philippines, e.g.,  Leta-leta, Manunggal, and Maitum.  

Perhaps we are seeing a much more intricately woven cultural interaction across the islands of 

Mindanao and Palawan at levels more than ever expected.      

 

We would like to infer that the older archaeology found in the Sibaltan Elementary School Site is as 

old as the metal period pottery assemblages we find in the Dewil valley. This gives us a time range of 

around 2000 to 1000 years ago.  If this is so, it is not difficult to see that the Dewil valley 

communities were interacting with the coastal settlement in Sibaltan – they may even be one and the 

same. The existence of very similar glass beads and micro Tridacna spp. shell beads in both areas may 

help argue this point. If this is the case, it is not difficult to imagine that a maritime oriented Sibaltan 

community may have more contact with cultures further south of the island, or of the Philippine 

archipelago, which then explains the commonalities we see in the archaeology of the region. In the 

same trend of thinking, it is clear that cave sites such as Pasimbahan-Magsaniv and Ille show signs of 

human activity that are pregnant with symbolic meaning connected with a people‘s cosmology. It is 

however still an unresolved question whether we are seeing a transforming culture through time or a 

changing population with distinct cultures utilising the resources of the Dewil valley. 

 

The specialists analysis of the limestone karst done this season by Dr. Joseph Foronda confirmed 

that the limestone features exposed in and around the Dewil valley belong to the Imorigue 

Limestone Formation, which formed during the Upper Jurassic period, or around 160 to 145 million 

years ago (see Foronda appendix). This fact established that the geology of the limestone karst is very 

much older than the periods when humans or pre-modern humans may have started populating 

Palawan. This information keeps alive the potential of finding archaeology within the limestone 

formations that goes back to the earliest periods of human, and perhaps, pre-modern human 

occupation.  

 

8.2. Public Archaeology 

The season pushed the heritage component of the project to new levels. Not only has it increase in 

scope and range, it has also improved in quality. A high benchmark was the museum work done in 

Sibaltan within the short period of the excavation of the two Siblatan sites. A museum can be a 

means to represent everyday living, past cultures, values, and identity.  Through the collection and 

interpretation of artefacts and the like, everything can be explored. The aim of putting up a museum 

for the Sibaltan community focused not on establishing a conventional museum, but in carrying out a 

flexible exhibition within a specific community setting that would articulate personal experiences and 

represent local history; fashioned to facilitate the participation of the public, and interdisciplinary 

collaboration of archaeology, anthropology and museology. 

At the Dewil valley, the protection of archaeological sites was sustained. The years of escalated 

vandalism and wanton treasure hunting were arrested since 2007. Almost all towers associated with 
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archaeological sites are graffiti free; an exception is the top of the Ille tower. We were delighted to 

find out that dubbing calcium carbonate rich mud coming from sediments produced by the tower 

was sufficient in masking paint graffiti. After two years of practice we assumed that the paint 

underneath the mud faded away, and the mud itself became integrated in the general natural look of 

the rock face. After the strong rains of October and November of 2009, where the Ille cave and 

rockshelter were heavily flushed by running water, some of the mud cover were washed away, which 

then exposed the old graffiti underneath. The paint had slightly faded but was still very clear. This 

told us that our old view was wrong, that the mud cover does not erase the paint within two years.  

Covering the graffiti again with a fresh layer of mud consistently created the old effect of making the 

walls look graffiti free.  The latest area where the technique was applied was in the Pasimbahan-

Maligaya cave site. Within an hour, the team managed to cover all the graffiti written across a 

substantial portion of the cave walls. In a way we are delighted that our masking method is not 

permanent – leaving a window for the graffiti to be seen differently by the general public, perhaps, 

decades or centuries in the future.  

 

As mentioned earlier, there were no sign of new treasure hunting activity in and around the 

Pasimbahan site and the Ille tower. This was mainly due to the active protection work done by the 

project in close cooperation with the local community. There was also the constant presence of 

several signage made since the end of the 2004 season and were posted along the path to Ille and 

Pasimbahan, explaining the cultural value of the site, and requesting people to protect it. The 

National Museum of the Philippines has also deputized three individuals from New Ibajay to protect 

the sites under study.  However, the new threat came from unexpected quarters in the form of 

Japanese war dead hunters. The danger of such activities cannot be over emphasized. They destroy 

ossuary sites, lead the local community to think that there is ―Yamashita treasure‖ underneath the 

bones and totally destroy our collective heritage.  The vigilance of enlightened members of the New 

Ibajay community was sufficient to stop the wanton violation of a culture‘s heritage by a misguided 

attempt to uphold the heritage of another culture.  

 

The latest addition of substantial exhibits at Ille and at the town hall of El Nido has raised further the 

level of archaeological heritage work in the region. The principle followed for this new output was 

not simply to raise the tourism profile of archaeology in a fast growing tourism industry, but to 

substantially contribute to the education of the inhabitants of El Nido, from the barrio level to the 

provincial; providing quality input on Filipino and Southeast Asian heritage. We would like to believe 

that a community that develops a consciousness that sees the value of cultural heritage will be 

effective protectors of these resources – we already see the effect in the Imorigue incident. A 

community that has a good sense of culture attached to the landscape they live in, that sees these 

resources as theirs, will be more pro-active in defending their collective resources.  
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9. Summary 

This season‘s work was unprecedented in many ways. It not only continued the work at the two main 

sites in the Dewil valley of Ille and Pasimbahan, it also expanded to new grounds, e.i., Fines site and 

the Reyes Property site; it also rediscovered the significance of an old site that is now called 

Pacaldero. The discovery of a new cremation at Ille and the assemblage of intricate jar covers with 

appliquéd faces are the most spectacular finds for the season. The successful expansion of the 

research to Sibaltan has come out with remains of habitation that may, perhaps, be correlated to the 

burial assemblages at the Dewil valley. The test excavations at the Pasimbahan-Maligaya site has 

confirmed that it has archaeology that may go further back to periods before the use of metals and 

pottery in northern Palawan. Unfortunately the new archaeological site from Imorigue came in the 

form of confiscated materials that were collected for the Japanese skeleton hunters, and now curated 

inside Cave 3. 

 

The successful launching of the public archaeology/heritage work in Sibaltan in close collaboration 

with the University of Washington heritage workers can be argued as a current best practice for basic 

research and heritage work objectives. There are clear lessons and insights that may be learned for 

future application. The vigilance showed by the New Ibajay community in reporting and participating 

in the recovery of human remains that were collected as Japanese war dead is seen as a good 

indicator for the deepening of cultural heritage consciousness. We like to believe that the presence of 

local information resources, such as our exhibits, played a role.   

 

Our field season provided a vibrant venue for the Luce Foundation supported American students 

and practicing Asian archaeologists coming from China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Indonesia and 

Malaysia. It was further enriched by the dynamics created between foreign participants and local 

project members coming from Palawan academics from PSU, graduate students from the University 

of the Philippines, and members of the New Ibajay and Sibaltan communities. 

 

 

As in every fieldwork, this year brought better understanding of the archaeology of Palawan. It has 

added clarity to our understanding of the human past and improved our interaction with basic 

communities concerning heritage management and education.   

  There is still much data gathering and thinking to be done before we can be truly confident of our 

understanding of human-landscape relationships, and the complexities of the various past human 

cultures in the Dewil valley, let alone for the island of Palawan. 
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10. Recommendations and Prospects 

 

It will take several more years before we can say that we have exhausted and answered all the 

pertinent questions relevant to the archaeology and heritage of the Palawan islands. We are 

optimistic, however, that with a constant stream of new archaeologists, and the research stability 

provided by the continuous efforts of the project heads, we can achieve substantial results. 

 

For the next season, at Ille, it is important to expose and recover more of the cremation burials that 

are coming out of the East-West Connecting Trench. It may also benefit the project if the original 

objective of connecting the West and East trenches is pursued.  Pasimbahan-Magsanib excavation 

will concentrate at the mouth trench and at Trench B, where there are good possibilities to go 

deeper. The search for the location of settlement sites connected with the Dewil valley shall continue. 

We shall continue focusing our search around the Makangit karst complex.                                                                                    

 

The reported Kalit-kalit cave is intriguing. This should be investigated next season to see if we have a 

cave system that has archaeology that escaped looting and vandalism. Depending on resources, 

another season at Sibaltan is worthwhile to pursue the cemented layers that contained postholes and 

pottery sherds. 

 

The exhibits at Sibaltan, llle, El Nido town proper, and Puerto Princesa must be examined for repairs 

and information updates. At the minimum, the monitoring should inform us of what is needed to be 

done, and possibly apply the repairs/update later in the year or early the following year.  
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Figure 3. Ille Site Plan 

after Robles 
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Figure 11. Sibaltan general map 
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Figure 12. Sibaltan Elementary School Site map 
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 Figure 15. General site map of Acosta site 
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Figure. 17. North wall profile of ECT, Ille 
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                             Figure 18. Profile of East wall, Deep Trench, East mouth, Ille Site 
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Figure 19. Stratigraphic profile of EWCT, Ille site 
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Figure 20.  Profile of Trench 2, Pasimbahan-Maligaya 
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Figure 21. East wall profile of Trench B, Pasimbahan-Magsanib 
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Figure 22.  Profile of Trench 2, Acosta Property Site, Sibaltan 
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Figure 23. Profile of Trench 1, Sibaltan Elementary School Site 
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Figure 24. Profile of Trench 2, Sibaltan Elementary School Site 
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Figure 25. Profile of Trench 3, Sibaltan Elementary School  Site 
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Dialogue with the line staff of the Palawan Council for Sustainable 

Development (PCSD), National Museum, with a representative of the 

Palawan State University present, held at the PCSD main office, Puerto 

Princesa; the PIPRP agenda and parameters were discussed; Below left, 

cleaning and re-bagging of bones stored at the Solheim Foundation base in 

Calitang; Below middle; the store house at the Solheim Foundation base; 

Below right, the stored human remains excavated from Ille site inside the 

Solheim foundation store house after maintenance  

Mapping the site, Sibaltan Elementary 

School Site (SESS) 

Established Datum Point, SESS Excavating by context, Trench 1, 

SESS 

Scatter of shells and pottery, 

surface of c.16 

Plate 1. Field season preparations and Sibaltan Elementary School site 

Burial 1 [c.21] in Trench 1: skull 

still beyond the east wall (top, 

middle); fingers with metal alloy 

rings (top right); skull excavated 

showing association with metal 

blade (left) 
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Carnelian and glass beads around 

the neck area [c.23] 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Burial 2 [c.23] in Trench 1; 

position of the arms and 

clavicle indicates that the 

individual was wrapped in 

fabric   

Metal point around the upper 

chest area [c.23] 
Metal point around hip area [c.23 

Infant burial in Trench 2 Trench 2 excavation showing 

post hole reflected on the profile 
Trench 2 showing postholes 

cutting through c.114  

Mould of posthole [c.136] and the hole where it came from (right), posthole cut through c.132 

Plate 2. Images from Trenches 1 and 2, Sibaltan Elementary School 

site 
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Trench 2, Acosta site; showing 

the bottom of the trench 

where a very hard, dark, fine 

grained outcrop covered the 

entire trench floor 

Trench 1 north looking 

towards the sea 

 

Burial in Trench 1 [c.1015] showing 

sequence of excavation from the 

exposure of the skull and the upper 

torso, down to the lower torso, which 

led to the conclusion that the individual 

was buried sitting down 

Plate 3.  Acosta Property site, Sibaltan 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
cm 

IV-2010-G1-551 

Various Tridacna shell micro 
beads; notice the cemented 
pieces that indicated they were 
strung, c.19, Trench 1                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 cm 

IV-2010-G1-2 

Au chain with perforation; 
associated with burial; c.19, 
Trench 1                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm 

IV-2010-G1-3-7 

IV-2010-G1-8-9 

IV-2010-G1-1 

IV-2010-G1-553 

Beads found associated with 
burial 2; carnelian stone beads 
found around the neck area; 
sample of glass and shell beads;    
c. 19, Trench 1                                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
cm 

IV-2010-G1-57 

Various glass beads 
of the Indo-Pacific 
type; c. 101,   
Trench 2                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
cm 

IV-2010-G1-308 

Melted glass shard; c.16, Trench 1                                                                      

 

Plate 4.  Sibaltan Elementary School Site beads and associated artefacts                                                    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm 
IV-2010—G1-293 

Blue & White tradeware ceramic sherd;      
c.16, Trench 1                                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm 

IV-2010—G1-483 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
cm IV-2010—G1-635 

 Decorated footed blue & white  stoneware ceramic;  
c.15, Trench 4                                                                     

 

Decorated footed 
underbase earthenware 
sherd; c.203, Trench 4, 
(Spit 1)                                                                     

 

Conical metal weight; 
with holes and possible 
string holder              
c.16. Trench 1                                                                      

 

Plate 5.  Sibaltan Elementary School Site ceramic and metal artefacts 
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View of cave 

mouth from 

the highway 

(left); view 

from inside 

cave looking 

out (right) 

Cave exploration at Pasimbahan-Maligaya; a hole was investigated that contained animal remains and a rum bottle, 

clearly a recent ritual offering 

Sacked dog remains 

and rum bottle (left); 

goat remains from 

the deep hole in the 

middle of the main 

cave chamber 

Profile of Trench 2; the 

lithic flake tools were 

recovered from the 

darker lower sediment; 

auger sampling at Trench 

2 (right) 

Plate 6. Pasimbahan-Maligaya excavation 
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example of cave walls full of graffiti; with guano mud and water, the graffiti 

are masked from view, leaving an effect as if the walls were naturally 

discoloured 

The still wet mud 

paint can be seen 

obviously 

covering the 

graffiti; when it 

properly dried, the 

mud blends with 

the wall colours 

and textures 

The Barangay officials of Maligaya with 

members of the project in a simple turn-

over ceremony of the signage for the 

cave site; done at the end of the clean-up 

and test excavation 

Plate 7. Pasimbahan-Maligaya heritage work 
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After a strong storm, the East Mouth 

trench drastically subsided, which led to a 

rethinking of backfill protocols for the site 

Dr. Foronda takes an orientation reading 

of the limestone at Ille as part of his study 

of the limestone karst system in El Nido 

Dr. Lewis gives a summary of work done 

at the East Mouth Trench area 

Partially exposed cremation [c.2228] 

below c.768 in the EWCT  

End of excavation at EWCT; cremation 

c.2228 covered with packing foam before 

backfilling 

Looking west, view of EWCT and portion 

of East Mouth Trench 

 

Augering activity at the deep trench 

in the East Mouth Trench (left); 

Students from Palawan State 

University, Puerto Princesa, during 

the site tour of Ille (right)  

East Chamber Trench and East 

Connecting Trench just before back fill  

Plate 8. The season at Ille site  

East Mouth Trenches just before back fill  Complete backfill of the East Mouth 

Trenches; highest quality backfilling since 

2006  
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Ille  site                                                                                         

Stone adze, possibly nephrite                                                          

c.2203, N2W7, EWCT   

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm 

IV-2007-Q-515 

Pasimbahan-Magsanib                                                  
Andesite Hammerstone                        
c. 64, Trench B  

Plate 9. Ille and Pasimbahan-Maligaya/Magsanib stone artefacts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pasimbahan- 

Maligaya                   

c.106,  Trench 2                                  

IV-2010-H1-2 

Partially cleaned 

Flake tool 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
cm 

Pasimbahan, Maligaya 

c.106, Trench 2                                     

IV-2010-H1-6 

Partially cleaned Flake tool 
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Limestone Flake tool ,  c.2220, N3W7, EWCT                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm 

Flake lithic with clear bulb of percussion                     

c.819, N5W5, East Mouth Trench  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm 

IV-1998-P-44662 

Limestone core, from wall cleaning,                                     

c.905, c.941, N15W1-3                                

East Chamber Trench  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm 

IV-1998-P-49748 

Bone tools                          

c.2220, EWCT   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm 

                                                             

Bone tool                            

c.2137,                                                                  

N10W2                                                      

ECLT   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV-1998-P-44733 
cm 

                                                             

Bone tool                       

c.337                                               

N8W2                                                      

ECLT   

Plate 10. Ille site stone and bone artefacts 

IV-1998-P-44661 
IV-1998-P-44738 
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cm 

Modified shells; most likely beads                          

c.2203, N3W7, EWCT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 cm 

IV-1998-P-44646 

Various shell beads                                          

c.2203, N2W7,  EWCT                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm 

IV-1998-P-44645 

Various glass beads                                                                       
c.2203, N2W7                                                 
ECLT  

 

 

 cm 

IV-1998-P-44659 

Bone bead                                                                       
c.332                           
N6W2                                                 
ECLT,                        

Stone beads  (carnelian)         
c.2203, N2W7,  EWCT   

Plate 11. Beads from Ille site 

IV-1998-P-44735                                                    
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cm 

IV-1998-P-44599 

Shell lingling-o                            

N2W1, East Mouth Trench 40 cm 

from surface wall cleaning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 cm 

                                                                 

Modified Speleothem (perforated); possibly 

pendant N2W7 (64 cm DP)                                                     

ECLT,  c.2203                                               

IV-1998-P-44600 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm 

                                                                        
Modified fish tooth                               
c.1410 (Heavy Fraction) N8W2 (125-
135 cm)                                                
East Chamber Long Trench (ECLT)                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cm IV-1998-P-44705 

Modified mammal tooth (possible bead)                                                                       
c.769, N1W5                                                                        
East Mouth Trench   

Plate 12. Unusual Ille site artefacts 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Trench A &B 

Trench D 

Trench  J 

View of the excavation areas from the top of the largest exposed boulder rockfall 

Trench D excavation at the 

end of season 

Trench J excavation at 

the end of season; large 

boulders limited the 

excavation space, 

however, the trench 

demonstrated that the 

midden of shells and 

animal bones from 

Midden 2 extended to 

this area  

Trench A-B: east 

wall of Trench B 

at end of season; 

semi angular rocks 

dominate the floor 

associated with the 

stone flakes and 

absence of 

ceramics 

Plate 13. Pasmibahan-Magsanib excavation 
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Idulot cave showing the open treasure hunter’s pit (L); the inner chambers that contained remains of burial and votive 

jars with a scatter of human bones (M); some of the artefacts collected from the surface of the inner chambers 

 

 

Pacaldero, Sinilakan:  

Some of the round 

dissolve limestone 

features that were 

used to hold covered 

jar burials  

 

Sinilakan  

(Pacaldero cave) 

Diribungan 

Star  

Pacaldero in 

Makangit complex 

View of the Makangit Karst complex from 

the top of Ille karst 

Northwesterly view of the karst formations showing 

the location of the Sinilakan karst 

Matanagin 

Plate 14. Idulot and Pacaldero images 

Idulot in Makangit 

complex 
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Circle impressed with appliquéd cord design 

Intricately designed jar base sherd with lug; similar sherds were collected from Idulot by Mrs. Fernandez 

in the late 1960s early 1970s 

Sherds of a 

shallow bowl  

Sherd of a 

shallow bowl or 

deep plate 

Lip and neck of a small jar; 

incised and painted/slipped?  

Plate 15. Pottery from Idulot site 
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Thick wide-mouth jar; estimated size may 

indicate a large jar – possibly a burial jar 

 

 

 

Globular pot with flaring 

lip, with provisions for a 

dedicated cover 

Thick sherd of pottery with a feature that may indicate intentionally/ritual breakage 

      Plate 16. Idulot site pottery 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Irregularly shaped burial jar cover 

found in Locality 6; it has a 

possible script incised as part of 

the cover’s decoration (left); 

cover fragments were also found 

with an appliqué face  and a 

fragment of a likely figurine face              

(see Pl 18) 

Plate 17. Sorting Pacaldero ceramics at the UP-ASP 

 

 

The collected assemblage of 

pottery sherds from the Pacaldero 

cave site; foreground shows the jar 

cover represented below – 

irregularly shaped with intricate 

incised designs  

A jar cover depicting stylized human upper torso; fragments collected from different localities, i.e., one nipple 

found in  Locality 8, while the other fragments where in various lower localities  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fragments of human faces molded 

from clay; (L) large incised eye and 

appliquéd eyebrow belong to a 

larger figurine - remains of red 

paint on the surface; (R) face is 

possibly appliquéd on a jar cover, 

with red paint streaks on the 

cheeks; eyes have eye lashes; both 

faces were found with the remains 

of an irregularly shaped jar cover 

at Locality 6 (see Pl 16); more 

detailing below 

Red paint may have been 

localized to this specific 

incised line 

Painted pottery sherds with incised 

decorations 

Plate 18. Pacaldero faces and painted pottery 
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cm 

                Plate 19. Pacaldero pottery  

Thick incised and painted (right) pottery 

Examples of cord marked and paddle impressed (M) 

pottery sherds recovered from various localities of 

Pacaldero 

 

 

 

Small jar fragment with 

unusual incised 

decoration (left); small 

shallow bowl (right) 

Carinated bowl with incised design (top); shallow incised 

design on thin body sherds of a jar; most likely, all the above 

jars were part of votive offering  inside Pacaldero cave 

sometime between 2000 to 1000 ya 
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Plate 20. Pacaldero bird figurine 

The Pacaldero bird; finding the leg this season was crucial in 
changing the interpretation from seeing it as a turtle figure; the 
missing head was most likely a stopper, and the figurine a was 
likely a container for liquid  
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View of the approach to Maulohin cave (L); View of 

the approach to the bird-nest guard’s base; notice the 

consistent cliff face of the Imorigue island.  

Sacks of bones inside the 

bird-nest guard’s cave 

Japanese spelling of Imorigue – 

labelled  ‘No. 4” sack 

Sacks haulled out of bird-nest 

guard’s base  by local team 

members 

Bones with moss patina 

belong to the the Cave 3 

assemblage 

Skulls placed inside carved 

coffin in Maulohin; following 

arangement of bones before 

they were taken away  

Plate 21. Imorigue rescue and heritage work 

Bones returned to their 

archaeological context inside 

Cave 3; the bones collected 

from an unknown site were also 

stored inside the cave 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team picture at the end of the 

Sibaltan excavation phase, inside the 

Sibaltan elementary school 

Team picture at the end of the 

Pasimbahan-Magsanib excavation, 

at the approach to the Pasimbahan 

rockshelter  

The multinational team at the project base camp in front of the Ille tower 

                                             Plate 21. The PIPRP team for 2010 



Appendix  1 

 

Authorization to excavate from the National Museum 



Appendix 2 
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Geologic Setting of the limestone towers in Dewil Valley, New Ibajay 

Joseph Foronda 

The carbonates that form isolated towers of a few to several hundred meters in diameter in the Dewil Valley 

of Brgy. New Ibajay (El Nido) (Figure 1) are poorly to well bedded, dark gray to black, and commonly 

recrystallized and/or dolomitized. They are mapped as the Upper Jurassic Imorigue Limestone (Figure 2; 

JICA-MMAJ, 1990). 

 

Figure 1.  Geologic map (after BMG, 1993) showing general location of the limestone towers (blue) in Dewil Valley, 

Brgy. New Ibajay, El Nido. 

Appendix 3 
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Figure 2.  Distribution of Jurassic Imorigue Limestone (blue) in Dewil Valley, and sampling location (green circles). 

 

Pasimbahan 

Three thin-sections were prepared from limestones sampled about 50 m NW of the Pasimbahan cave 

entrance. The limestones here mostly silicified, of medium thickness (30-50 cm), and with thin chert interbeds 

(Figure 3). The silicified limestones are composed of quartz crystals ranging in size from 20 to 140 μm (Figure 

4). The limestones are classified as mudstones containing fragments of arenaceous foraminifera (Figure 5). 
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Figure 3.  Folded silicified limestones with thin chert interbeds (darker layers), western side of Pasimbahan Cave. 

 

Figure 4.  Silicified rock composed of megaquartz, northwest of Pasimbahan Cave entrance. 
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Figure 5.  Arenaceous foraminifera in micrite, northwest of Pasimbahan Cave entrance. 

 

Ille 

Two samples from thickly bedded carbonates from the western part of Ille cave entrance were analyzed 

(Figure 6). One sample is a floatstone containing large bioclasts probably of corals and larger foraminifera 

(Figure 7). The other sample is a dolostone with large dolomite crystals ranging from 120 to 600 μm (Figure 

8). 
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Figure 6.  Thick to very thick beds of limestones near the entrance to Ille Cave. 

One limestone sample from the eastern part of Ille cave entrance is highly recrystallized, with some large 

poikilitic cement ranging from 1.5 to 4 mm diameter. 

 

Figure 7.  Floatstone with megafossils probably of corals and large foraminifera in micrite, western side of Ille Cave. 
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Figure 8.  Dolostone, western side of Ille Cave. 

 

Geological Sampling of archaeologically important karstic towers in Dewil Valley 

Sampling of limestone from the karstic towers of the Nagsanib Site and the Ille site were also conducted to 

determine the structural history of these archaeologically important karstic towers. Four samples were taken 

from the Nagsanib Site while three were taken from the Ille Site. 

 

Pasimbahan cave, MAGSANIB SITE 

Sample Code Sample Area Sampled 

PAS 1 Silicified limestone Cave Entrance 

PAS 2 Unsilicified limestone Cave Entrance 

PAS 3 Silicified limestone NW Cave Pasimbahan 

PAS 4 Unsilicified NW Cave Pasimbahan 

 

Japan International Cooperation Agency – Metal Mining Agency of Japan, 1990. Mineral Deposits and Tectonics of Two 

Contrasting Geologic Environments in the Republic of the Philippines. Japan International Cooperation Agency of Japan, p. 

1-121. 

Mines and Geosciences Bureau, 1993. Geologic map of El Nido. 1:50,000. Unpublished. 
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Sibaltan Elementary School (IV-2010-G1) Human Skeletal Analysis Report                                

by David McGahan 

 

Trench 1 

 

Aging was based on degenerative changes, dental wear after Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994), Smith 

(1991) and Lovejoy (1985); while sex was assessed using the methods recommended by Buikstra and 

Ubelaker (1994). Juvenile specimens were assessed by bone growth, size and developmental stage as laid 

out in Scheuer, Black, Schaefer (2008) along with developmental stages of dentition suggested by 

Ubelaker (1989).  

 

Preservation of the skeletons was generally poor in all areas; only the (cortical bone) shafts of the 

long bones were consistently complete (albeit often fragmented) in each individual. Significant 

taphanomic root damage was prevalent in each of the skeletons. Trabecular bone withholds more 

moisture compared to sand and the roots of plants were drawn to this moisture in their search for water. 

Their roots subsequently penetrated and destroyed the moist areas, particularly flat bones and epiphyseal 

regions of long bones which are rich in trabecular bone. The state of preservation for each of the burials 

was assessed as grade 3-4 based on a scaling of Guidelines to the Standards for Recording Human 

Remains (Brickley & McKinley 2004, 16) (plates 1 &2). 

 

 

Plate 1 (top) and 2 

(bottom): Taphonomic 

processes consistent across 

the burials from trench 1. 

Diaphyses (Plate 1) were 

generally recovered in a 

more complete state with 

most of the bone affected 

by some degree of erosion 

by root action, but, general 

morphology maintained 

Appendix 4 
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albeit with parts of the 

surface masked by erosive 

action. Surfaces of flat 

bones and epiphyseal 

regions were entirely 

affected by erosive root 

action. The general profile 

was often maintained, but, 

depth of the modification 

was not uniform across the 

whole surface. Plate 2 

exhibits erosion to the left 

frontal bone of burial 1 

 

Burial 1: C23 

 

Axial Skeleton 

  The viscerocranium was unidentifiably fragmented, with exception of the mandible, that, despite 

being broken in two pieces at the symphisis, was 95% present including associated dentition (Plate 4). 

The maxillae were each 60% present including inferior orbital rim and alveolar region with associated 

teeth. The neurocranium was recovered in a relatively complete state of preservation, with only small 

areas of the dorsal vault (posterior parietals and occipital bones) absent, however the basal vault (occipital 

and sphenoid bones) are sparsely present. The frontal bone is complete and cribra orbitalia is apparent in 

the orbital roofs. The left parietal displayed severe exocranic root damage. 

The spinal column was very poorly preserved with only three fragments of lumbar vertebral 

bodies, laminae and transverse processes identifiable. Similarly, the ribs exist only in a very fragmented 

state and were therefore allocated side only (10 left rib fragments and 22 right rib fragments). 

 

Dentition 

It can be assumed by the degree of dental development that all of the deciduous incisors have 

been replaced by permanent incisors. The maxillary dentition is less consistent with only the left 

deciduous premolars and right 2nd deciduous premolar and 1st permanent molar in situ. The left 

permanent 1st molar, left deciduous canine and right deciduous 1st molar were present without their 

alveolar socket. Of the anterior teeth, only the left permanent 2nd incisor was present. The mandible is 

completely dentate including bilateral deciduous canines and molars, permanent incisors and permanent 

1st molar.  

There is very little dental attrition with only slight ‘buffing’ of the molar cusps, however, carious 

sites are present occlusally on each of the four first deciduous molars and interproximally between the 

right mandibular canine and first molar. Alveolar damage allowed visibility of developmental stages for 
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the maxillary and right mandibular first premolars, right maxillary and bilateral mandibular canines, the 

right second maxillary molar and left second mandibular molar unerupted in their bony crypts. An 

unsided, permanent 2nd maxillary incisor was retrieved independent of its alveolar bed. (Plate 3 and Table 

1) 

 

Table 1: Dental inventory for Burial 1: C23 

 

unerupted 

maxillary                 PM1                C   PM1 

maxillary (left) M1 m2 m1  c  I2 I1 I1 I2   c   m1 m2 M1 (right) 

mandibular M1 m2 m1  c  I2 I1 I1 I2   c   m1 m2 M1 

unerupted 

maxillary 

               M2                     C            C   PM1 

c: Tooth missing but alveolar bone and socket present;  

m1: Tooth present but socket missing;  

i2: Tooth and alveolar bone missing;  

M/m: (Permanent/deciduous) tooth present in socket 

 

Apendicular skeleton 

The post-cranial remains are in a poor state of preservation with the left side more complete than 

the right. The left clavicle and diaphyses of each of the long bones are between 70% and 80% complete. 

The scapulae each possess part of the glenoid fosse with the left also displaying the acromion and 

associated spine. Both humeral shafts are associated with partial, unfused distal epiphyses. The diaphyses 

of each ulna and radius are well preserved; however, no proximal or distal epiphyses were neither 

recovered nor any carpal bones. A single diaphyseal fragment of a left metatarsal and 16 fragmentary 

phalanges (five proximal; six middle; and five distal) represent the hands. 
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Plate 3: Frontal bone, maxillae and 

mandible of burial 1:C23. Note fragmentary 

preservation of both the maxillae and 

mandible allowing siting of developmental 

stages for roots and crowns of teeth in their 

boney crypts enabling a precise age 

determination. 

 

The os coxae are unfused and of differing states of completeness. The left ilium and both ischia 

are very preserved (90%), while the right ilium (10%) and pubic bones are poorly represented (left 30%; 

and right 50%). 

 

As with the upper limb, both femurs, tibiae and fibulae diaphyses have survived very well. Both 

femoral heads and the left greater trochanter represent all that was recovered of the epiphyses. 

 

Three left metatarsal shaft fragments and 6 phalangeal fragments represent the inventory of the 

ankle and feet bones. 

 

Age 

The presence of distal, humeral epiphyses suggests the individual was younger than 10years 

(Scheuer et al 2008). Using Ubelaker’s sequence of formation and eruption of teeth (1989) it was possible to 

determine more specifically that this juvenile was aged at 7-8years (Plate 3). 

 

Sex 

Due to the individual’s age, sex was indeterminable. 
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Extra finds 

A red 10mm x 6mm, oval glass bead (Plate 4); green metal (copper?) flakes; and charcoal were all 

found in relation to the skull. 

 

 

Plate 4: Glass bead 

found in association 

with Burial1: C23 

 

 

Burial 2: C21 

 

Axial Skeleton  

The cranial vault is 90% complete with only the glabella, temporal fosse and pterion regions of 

the frontal bone; zygomatic arches of temporal bones; and occipital condyles and anterior foramen 

magnum of the occipital bone are not present. The sphenoid bone exists fragmentally with the left lesser 

wing identifiable, sphenoid sinus and a cranial nerve foramen probable. There is significant endo and 

ectocranial root damage to the parietals and a 1.5cm wormian bone is present by the apex of the 

lambdoid suture. Inactive cribra orbitalia is apparent in the orbital roofs (Plate 5). 

 

The viscerocranium was very poorly preserved. With the exception of the infero-lateral orbital 

margin from the right zygomatic bone, all fragments were only identifiable through the presence of 

sutures or as walls of sinuses. 

 

The left and right mandibular corpii, symphysis and a small portion of the right condylar head 

were all recovered from the mandible. The left gonion and posterior ramus were damaged through 

taphonomic processes (root damage). The right ramal border suffered damage in recovery. 

 

Plate 5: Inactive (remodelled) 

cribra orbitalia lesions in the 

roof of the right orbit of Burial 

2: C21.  
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The vertebrae are severely eroded and fragmented. The left, condylar, articulating surface of the 

atlas (C1) is identifiable. 4 cervical vertebral bodies are present along with 5 superior/inferior articulating 

surfaces with transverse foramen. The thoracic and lumbar vertebrae were scarcely recovered with only 

laminae and superior and inferior articulating facets surviving. However orientation of the superior and 

inferior articulating facets identifies them. A small portion of the promontory and ventral wall of the 

sacrum were also recorded. 

The neck, tubercle and body of both left and right first ribs were present as was the head, neck, tubercle 

and shaft of the left second rib. The remaining ribs were only poorly represented with 40 heads, necks or 

shafts fragments. 

 

Dentition 

  

While the maxillae were not preserved, most of the maxillary teeth were recovered. Bilateral 2nd 

molars, 2nd premolars, canines and all four incisors were registered. On each of the teeth heavy occlusal 

attrition with secondary dentine exposure was prevalent. The labial surface of each maxillary incisor has 

been vertically filed.  

 

Bilateral mandibular 3rd molars and the right 1st molars were present in the alveolar bone. Ante-

mortem loss of both left and right 2nd molars showed active alveolar resorption in the former and full 

resorption of the latter. The left 1st molar and both left premolars were not present; however, post-

mortem damage to the alveolar bone precluded determination of whether the loss was ante-mortem or 

post-mortem. The right 1st molar and both premolars were each retrieved and were severely decayed 

displaying signs of an abscess between the premolars and, as a result, active alveolar resorption at time of 

death. The post-canine, mandibular, occlusal surfaces were very worn and carious. The anterior 

mandibular teeth were well preserved, albeit displaying exposed secondary dentine on their occlusal 

surfaces, with only the central, left incisor absent (post-mortem). Hyperplastic scarring was apparent on 

the canines and calculus was residual on the lingual and buccal/labial surfaces of each tooth. (Table 2) 

 

Four decayed, broken root apices were unable to be paired with an alveolar socket due to post-

mortem damage to either the root apex or the alveolar bone.  
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Table 2: Dental inventory for Burial 2: C21 

Maxillary M3 M2 M1 P2 P1 C I2 I1 I1 I2 C P1 P2 M1 M2 M3 

Mandibular M3 M2 M1 P2 P1 C I2 I1 I1 I2 C P1 P2 M1 M2 M3 

c: Tooth missing but alveolar bone and socket present;  

m1: Tooth present but socket missing;  

i2: Tooth and alveolar bone missing;  

M3: tooth present in socket 

M2: Ante-mortem loss with active alveolar bone resorption 

M2: Ante-mortem loss with complete bone resorption 

 

Apendicular skeleton 

 

The left and right clavicles are complete. From the scapulae, 80% of each glenoid fosse, complete 

(but eroded) coronoid processes and most of acromion processes on both left and right. The left scapular 

has also a partial superior border and half of the ala present. 

 

The humerii are 95% preserved. The left humeral head and tuberculae are detached superior to 

the neck due to taphonomic erosion of the metaphyseal trabecular bone. Taphonomic processes have 

ensured only a small portion of the right humeral head were retrieved. The diaphyses and distal epiphyses 

remain with only the right medial epicondyle and part of the right trochlea absent.  

 

A number of potential horizontal cut marks (or root markings) exist on the left humeral shaft: 14 

roughly parallel cuts on the supero-antero-medial diaphysis; three on the medial mid-shaft immediately 

below the nutrient foramen; seven on the medial supracondylar crest; four on the postero-inferior shaft 

between 7cm and 4cm superior to the olecranon fosse. Two longitudinal cuts appear on the lateral mid-

shaft at the level of the nutrient foramen. Possible periostosis at the deltoid tuberosity, supero-medial 

diaphyseal region and at the medial shaft 2cm superior to the nutrient foramen. On the left humeral shaft 

possible cut marks appear antero-laterally, on the supracondylar crest and posterior to the proximal shaft 

as well as on the inferior distal shaft. Root damage impedes deeper analysis. 

 

The left and right ulnas are well preserved. Proximally, only the supra-medial portion of the 

trochlea notch is absent, the cortical bone of both shafts is solid however, root damage proliferates. The 

left ulna head and both styloid processes are missing. A robust brachial tuberosity and early stages of early 

oesteophytic lipping on margins of radial notch are apparent on the while both troclear notches exhibit a 

nodular ossification. 
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Both radius are well preserved with all but distal styloid processes and a portion of the left head 

absent. The left distal articular surface is fragmented, but, entire. The left radial neck shows considerable 

lateral convexity and may be suggestive of a healed fracture. 

 

The right scaphoid, lunate, triquetral, trapezium and trapezoid were all complete as was the left 

triquetral and trapezium. The left scaphoid and capitates were partially recovered as was the right hamate. 

Osteophytic lipping is present on both triquetrals and also on the right trapezium and trapezoid. The 

metacarpals are all complete with only small fragments of the bases unaccounted for. Early stages of 

osteophytic early lipping occur son bases of the 1st and 3rd in the right hand. The left phalanges are 

partially complete (>70%) while the right phalanges are complete. The flexor sheaths are particularly 

developed on the right hand. Woven bone formation is apparent on distal palmer shaft of 2nd right digit 

and lateral abduction at head of 5th exists with no apparent fracture. 

 

The ilia were the best preserved bones of the os coxae. The ASIS, AIIS, iliac crest (disarticulated 

fragments), fragments of the ala, and auricular surfaces are present on both the left and right sides. Both 

acetabula are almost complete with good preservation from each contributing bone. The pubis and 

ischium are otherwise poorly preserved or not present (right pubis). 

 

Both femurs and patellae were complete. While the femoral condyles were fragmented, 

osteophytic lipping was present on the medial and supra-lateral articulating surfaces of the left and right 

patellae (respectively). Both left and right tibia exhibited eroded trabecular bone at epiphyses with the 

right also displaying root damage to superior cortical bone. Both fibulae were very fragmented and poorly 

preserved with a number of root infiltration sites.  

 

On the left antero-medial distal femoral shaft a perimortem percussion trauma and radiating 

comminuted fracture is exhibited (Plate 6). The lesion may be a cloaca, however, irregularly bevelled bone 

at the potentially osteomyelitic site appears to be taphonomic root damage rather than invulcrum (Plate 

7). Similarly, at the left antero-medial proximal tibial shaft a potential trauma site and comminuted 

fracture is exhibited (Plate 8 & 9). It is unlikely that the trauma was a cause of death. 

 

A complete, but, eroded lateral cuniform, fragmentary (<50%) talus, calcaneus, cuboid, navicular 

and intermediate cuniform bones were recovered of the left tarsal bones. Fragments of the first and 

second metatarsal bones along with 2 proximal phalanges (2nd and 3rd), three middle phalanges and four 

distal phalanges (2nd-5th) were also present in the archive. From the right foot, fragmented talus, cuboid 

and medial cuniform were annexed by portions (60-70%) of the calcaneus, navicular, intermediate and 

lateral cuniforms. More distally, only the base and shaft of metatarsals 2, 4 and 5 were recorded. 
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Sex 

Gender identification was assessed through an examination of the pelvis, sacrum and the skull 

using the methods recommended by Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994) . The pelvis, especially the pubic 

bones, was not well preserved and so the sub-pubic angle was not a valid determinant. However, the 

relatively deep and broad preauricular sulcus and the wide sciatic notch coupled with the broad, flat 

orientation of the ilium were strongly female characteristics. Examination of the skull showed that while 

the glabella and occipital bone were ambiguous, the mastoid process, supra-orbital rigdes and vertical, 

bossed frontal bone were all consistent with female cranial features. The pointed, narrow chin, 

underdeveloped mental eminence, slight gonial inversion and lack of prominent musculature also 

suggested a female individual. 

 

Age 

The third molars had fully erupted and clavicular epiphysis fused allowing diagnosis of an adult 

skeleton of minimum 25yrs. Dental attrition analysis was difficult to ascertain as the wear patterns were 

inconsistent between left and right on existing teeth so all teeth were examined. However, a broad age of 

22-40yrs was determined (Smith 1991). Similarly, consistent fragmentation along cranial suture lines of 

the vault impeded judgement while simultaneously suggesting unsubstantial suture closure and an age of 

20-49yrs (young –middle adult). While the pubic symphyses did not survive wear patterns on the apex, 

superior demiface, and anterior surface of the auricular surface further refined the age at death to 30-39 

(Phase 3-4 after Lovejoy 1985). 

 

Ancestry 

An identification of the ancestral heritage was allowed by the presence of shovel-shaped incisors 

and a clear anterior curvature of the femur, both typically east Asian (Mongoloid) features (Buikstra and 

Ubelaker 1994).  

  

Extra finds 

In association with the skeletal remains of burial 2, a large fragment of turtle bone was recovered. 
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Figures 6 (left) & 7 (above): Perimortem 
percussion trauma site and resulting 
comminuted fracture at the left, antero-
medial, distal, femoral shaft of Burial 2: C21 
(Figure 6). The comminuted fracture at the 
percussion site allowed passage for roots to 
the moist, medullary cavity creating a 
bevelled appearance on the bone around the  
point of impact (Figure 7) 

  

 

 
Figures 8 (left) & 9 (above): Perimortem 
percussion trauma site at the left, antero-
medial, proximal, tibial shaft of Burial 2: 
C21. (Figure 8) and resulting comminuted 
fracture (Figure 9) 
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Burial 3: C28 
 
Axial Skeleton 

The skull was very poorly preserved. Small fragments of the right frontal tuber and left parietal were 

retrieved of the vault. The left petrous region and half of the right petrous region are all that were recorded of the 

temporal bones. The pars basilaris and squama were present from the occipital bone while only a fragment of a 

cranial nerve canal from the sphenoid bone was recovered. The zygomatic process of the left maxillary bone and the 

maxillary process of the right zygomatic bone were also recorded. The mandibular corpus is complete and dentate 

however the gonions and ramii are absent. 

 The dentition is surprisingly well preserved and complete (Table 3 and Plate 10). While the maxillary 

alveolar bone has been eroded entirely, each of the upper deciduous teeth were recovered allowing investigatory 

lengths usually attained radiographically. The crowns of each tooth were fully developed, albeit occasionally chipped 

or cracked (post-mortem); however the root apices, particularly of the molars, are incompletely formed. Also 

present are the developmentally incomplete crowns of permanent maxillary central incisors, canines and 1st molars. 

The mandible is fully dentate. Each of the deciduous crowns are fully developed and the 1st permanent molar 

crowns are visible in their bony crypts. The left and right 2nd deciduous molars have occlusal carious lesions that 

have hollowed the tooth. 

Table 3: Dental inventory for Burial 3: C28 

unerupted 
maxillary M1              C      I1 I1       C                M1  

maxillary (left) m2 m1  c  i2 i1 i1 i2   c   m1 m2 (right) 

mandibular m2 m1  c  i2 i1 i1 i2   c   m1 m2   

unerupted 
mandibular 

                    M1                                   M1  

c: Tooth missing but alveolar bone and socket present;  

m1: Tooth present but socket missing;  

i2: Tooth and alveolar bone missing;  

M/m: (Permanent/deciduous) tooth present in socket 
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Plate 10: Deciduous and permanent dental 
development of Burial 3: C28; The mandibular 
teeth were preservedin the alveolar (above) while 
the maxillary dentition was retrieved independent 
of their alveolar crypts (below).This allowed an 
unobstructed investigation of developmental 
stages of the maxillary deciduous (outer arcade: 
full inventory of deciduous teeth) and permanent 
teeth (inner arcade: central incisors; canines and 
1st molar crowns) 

 

 
 

 

The spinal column is similarly exiguously represented with only the left posterior arch and 

unfused apex of the dens identifiable. Four fragments of vertebral body and 11 neural arch fragments 

(five right and six left) were recorded from the thoracic vertebrae. Fragments of four vertebral bodies and 

four neural arches were also present from the lumbar vertebrae. The sacrum and coccyx were absent. 

The manubrium and a sternebra are both eroded and partially present while an almost complete 

left, first rib was recorded. The remainder of the thorax is represented only by very fragmented, eroded 

and unallocated ribs.  

Apendicular Skeleton 

The left and right clavicles are complete except for absent unfused epiphyses. Small fragments of 

the ala and spine of the right scapular were recorded. The left humerus is absent while only the distal 

diaphysis of the right humerus was recovered in two large fragments. A 1cm fragment of the right distal 

ulna and fragmented distal right radius were present. The rest of the upper limb bones are absent with 

exception of a single metacarpal shaft fragment from the right hand.  

The unfused os coxae are more adequately preserved. While the left pubic bone is absent, a near 

complete right pubis (80%) and 50% of both left and right ilium and  iscium were inventoried. The 

diaphysis, unfused head and distal epiphysis of the left femur was present as are the diaphysis and distal 

epiphysis of the right femur. The diaphyses and distal epiphyses of both left and right tibias were 

recorded as were the diaphyses of both fibulas. From the left foot; part of the calcaneus and three 
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fragmented metatarsal shafts were recovered along with a single distal pahalange. The talus, part of the 

calcaneus and the shafts of maetatarsal 1 and 2 were present in the archive. 

Age 

The unfused os coxae, under-developed left femoral head and presence of femoral and tibial 

epiphyses suggest the individual was younger than 10years (Scheuer et al 2008). Aided by the Using 

Ubelaker’s sequence of formation and eruption of teeth (1989) it was possible to determine more 

specifically that this juvenile was aged at 3 years (Figure 8). 

 

Sex 

Due to the individual’s age, sex was not determinable. 

 

Extra Finds 

A corroded, metal object was retrieved in association to the burial.  
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Appendix 6 
 

Ille Handaxe 
 

Alfred Pawlik 

 

In the 2007 field season of the Archaeological Studies Program at El Nido, Palawan, a 

very peculiar artefact was found during a site survey at the western entrance of the Ille 

rockshelter (Archaeological Studies Program, 2007: 13). Its form and morphology lets it 

appear as a handaxe-like stone tool or proto-handaxe made of limestone with a 

characteristic triangular shape, a D-shaped cross-section and a massive base (Fig. 1). The 

handaxe’s tip shows intentional thinning of the “ventral” face by facial reduction.  

Its weathered surface appears partly pitted and dull grayish on both faces. Old fractures 

at the base show a banded texture with several thin and ash-grey colored undulated 

bands. This breaks reduced a significant part of the base. A grainier and less weathered 

surface of these breaks point towards a post-depositional cause. Recent scars can be 

found at the thin triangular point. There, the fresh and unaltered limestone is exposed, 

showing a shining white texture and glittering calcite (CaCO3) crystals. This limestone 

variety appears to be very dense and massive and is probably dolomitized.  

 

The hardness was tested to be c. 3.5 on the Mohs’ scale. Its overall length, measured 

along the longitudinal axis, is 133 mm. The corresponding with is 102 mm. Maximum 

height at the base reaches 60 mm, near the tip 12 mm (measurement points taken see 

Fig.1). The handaxe weighs 708 gr. 
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Appendix 5 
 

Ceramic contexts and quantities from the 2004-2008 excavations at Ille 
Cave and Rockshelter, Palawan 
 
Yvette Balbaligo 
 
 
Introduction 
 
This report provides the ceramic quantities and a list of the contexts which contained ceramics 
excavated at Ille cave and rockshelter between 2004 and 2008. Earthenware and tradeware sherds 
were found in the East Mouth – including the East Chamber Long Trench (ECLT), Treasure 
Hunter’s Pit (THP); the West Mouth – including the Outlier and West connection trenches (WC); 
and the Ihian trench. Where known this is marked in the tables below. All excavated earthenware and 
tradeware sherds have been counted. Descriptions of contexts taken from the excavations are in the 
appendix below. 
 
This data was compiled over three periods of analysis dedicated solely to ceramics. Research was 
conducted in November 2007, September 2008 to January 2009, and October 2009 to February 2010 
at the Archaeological Studies Program and the Palawan Workstation, Villadolid Hall, University of 
the Philippines. 
 
Earthenware quantities  
 
An initial typology was created to classify and quantify the Ille earthenware. The typology was based 
on diagnostic sherds which were sherds with surface decorations and clear morphologies. These were 
immediately recognisable amongst the many sherds in the assemblage by macroscopic observation. 
As seen in table 1 below, these preliminary categories were: (1) Plain body sherds – i.e. non-decorated 
and morphologically non-diagnostic; (2) Decorated body sherds; (3) Rims; (4) Carinations; (5) Bases; 
and (6) Others. Body sherds were divided into plain sherds (1) without decoration or ‘plain ware’ and 
decorated sherds (2). These body sherds did not have any other diagnostic morphological features, 
such as rims or bases. The Plain body sherds category also contained plain neck sherds which had 
distinct concave necks. Decorated sherds, refers only to incised and impressed designs and not 
surface treatments, such as slips, glazes or paints. With the rim category (3), the sherds were not 
divided into plain and decorated. It was also difficult differentiating between lip and foot rims. In this 
analysis, they were not distinguished and placed in the same category. The carinations (4) and bases 
(5) categories were not divided into plain and decorated sherds. The others category (6) comprised 
forms which did not fit into any of the above categories. By using these 6 tentative pottery types, it is 
possible to provide an overall description of the basic characteristics of the assemblage.  
 
After the sherds were sorted into the 6 categories above, the sherds were counted. After the sherds 
had been classified and counted, they were then taken out of their categories and grouped into the 
stratigraphic contexts in which they were excavated. The sherds which did not have context numbers 
were sorted into groups for the East and West mouth trenches. This was done to examine: how 
many sherds were excavated within a context; the variation of sherds types within a context, and the 
variation of surface decorations that occurred within a context. 
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Table 1. Number of earthenware sherds counted between 2004 and 2010. Breakdown of 
earthenware by diagnostic type 
 

Category Diagnostic type Number of sherds 

1 Plain body sherds 15,532 

2 Decorated body sherds 658 

3 Rims  1195 

4 Carinations 239 

5 Bases 56 

6 Other 13 

Total number of sherds 17,693 

 
 
Tradeware quantities  
 
The tradeware found at Ille Cave and Rockshelter consists of stoneware, celadon and porcelain. 
Tradeware sherds have been found in the same contexts as earthenware sherds, but tradeware sherds 
were not found in all contexts. Fewer tradeware sherds were found than earthenware sherds.  
 
Table 2. Total number of tradeware sherds by ceramic type 
 

Stoneware Celadon Porcelain Total 

420 89 73 582 

 
 
Contexts with ceramics 
 
West mouth 
 
Table 3. Contexts in which earthenware and tradeware sherds including stoneware, celadon and 
porcelain were found and total sherds per context in the West Mouth 

Contexts in the 
West mouth 

Earthenware Stoneware Celadon Porcelain 

22 (outlier) 17 0 0 0 

25 (outlier) 2 0 0 0 

55 13 0 0 0 

75 197 9 0 0 

88 30 0 0 0 

99 27 0 0 0 

109 (WC) 1 0 0 0 

116 21 0 0 0 

145 1 0 0 0 

146 6 0 0 0 

227 67 0 0 0 

228 1 0 0 0 

301 2 0 0 0 

343 (outlier) 30 0 0 0 
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344 (outlier) 55 0 0 0 

705 (WC) 483 9 8 0 

715 48 0 1 0 

728-730 0 1 0 0 

742 127 2 0 1 

750 37 0 0 0 

753 2 1 0 0 

754 107 1 0 1 

785 12 0 0 0 

798 45 0 0 0 

800 60 0 0 0 

815 12 0 0 0 

883 425 0 0 0 

897 120 1 0 0 

899 29 0 0 0 

1500 145 2 0 0 

1500+1517 19 1 0 0 

1500+1521 5 1 0 0 

1508 34 0 0 0 

1509 2 0 0 0 

1510 13 0 0 0 

1512 93 1 0 1 

1513 1 0 0 0 

1516 2 0 0 0 

1517 315 2 0 2 

1519 1 0 0 0 

1521 24 1 0 0 

1524 2 0 0 0 

1526 96 1 0 0 

1527 46 0 0 0 

1530 4 0 0 0 

1535 6 0 0 0 

1536 1 0 0 0 

1538 33 4 0 0 

1539 4 1 0 0 

1541 98 0 0 0 

1545 57 2 0 0 

1564 1 0 0 0 

1571 0 1 0 0 

1578 14 0 0 0 

1595 13 0 0 0 

1600 5 0 0 0 

1602 1 0 0 0 

1616 82 2 0 0 

1625 4 0 0 0 

1800 (WC) 6 0 0 0 

1801=705 15 4 0 0 
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1802 9 0 0 0 

1803 8 0 0 0 

1806 2 0 0 0 

1807 27 0 1 0 

1809 2 0 0 0 

1810 2 0 0 0 

1811 11 0 0 0 

1812 7 0 0 0 

1815 2 0 0 0 

1821 2 0 0 0 

1835 255 0 4 2 

1838 321 3 0 1 

1843 53 0 0 0 

1844 306 1 1 0 

1848 57 0 0 0 

1854 20 0 0 0 

1856 15 0 0 0 

1858 2 0 0 0 

1871 2 0 0 0 

1872 12 0 0 0 

1873 1 0 0 0 

1874 3 0 0 0 

1875 84 0 0 0 

1876 5 0 0 0 

1899 1 0 0 0 

1909 17 0 0 0 

1916 1 0 0 0 

1921 23 0 0 0 

2003 6 0 0 0 

TOTAL 4375 51 15 8 

 
 
East mouth 
 
Table 4. Contexts in which earthenware and tradeware sherds including stoneware, celadon and 
porcelain were found and total sherds per context in the East Mouth 
 

Contexts in the 
East mouth 

Earthenware Stoneware Celadon Porcelain 

33 16 0 0 0 

54 5 0 0 0 

57 (THP) 9 15 0 1 

63 3 0 0 0 

65 62 3 0 0 

80 34 1 0 0 

81 60 1 0 0 

150 0 2 0 0 
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157 14 2 0 0 

158 59 0 0 0 

224  11 0 0 0 

249 3 0 0 0 

337/734 37 0 0 0 

389 20 0 0 0 

384=398 130 3 1 1 

445 1 0 0 0 

485 2 0 1 0 

701 1 0 0 0 

702 8 0 0 0 

703 27 4 0 0 

704 13 0 0 0 

709 1 0 0 0 

713 1 0 0 0 

723 14 0 0 0 

731 3 1 1 0 

733 0 1 0 0 

745 2 1 1 0 

746 4 1 0 0 

748 43 0 0 0 

768 1 2 0 0 

770 13 0 0 0 

772 15 0 0 0 

776 11 0 0 0 

777 6 0 0 0 

777/2 17 0 0 0 

784 2 0 0 0 

807 11 0 0 0 

819 3 0 0 0 

833 0 1 0 0 

859 1 0 0 0 

900 (ECLT) 22 1 0 0 

901(ECLT) 185 4 1 0 

902 (ECLT) 131 0 0 1 

903 (ECLT) 477 7 4 10 

904 (ECLT) 305 3 6 1 

905 (ECLT) 59 2 0 0 

906 (ECLT) 48 2 0 0 

909 (ECLT) 239 1 2 0 

913 (ECLT) 22 1 0 0 

921 (ECLT) 37 0 0 0 

922 (ECLT) 55 0 0 0 

923 (ECLT) 2 0 0 0 

924 (ECLT) 0 2 0 0 

926 (ECLT) 49 0 0 0 

927 (ECLT) 12 0 0 0 
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928 (ECLT) 2 0 0 0 

933 (ECLT) 47 0 0 0 

940/332 (ECLT) 19 0 0 0 

946-332 (ECLT) 0 1 0 0 

950 (ECLT) 4 0 0 0 

955 (ECLT) 3 0 0 0 

961 (ECLT) 1 0 0 0 

963 (ECLT) 3 0 0 0 

1201b 53 2 0 0 

1202 5 2 0 0 

1203 54 0 0 0 

1204 8 1 0 0 

1205b 0 1 0 0 

1206 10 0 0 0 

1208 105 1 0 1 

1209 64 0 0 0 

1209a 19 1 0 0 

1209b 55 6 0 1 

1210 138 13 0 1 

1211 27 0 0 0 

1211b 25 3 2 0 

1213 346 17 5 4 

1214 24 0 0 0 

1215 7 0 1 0 

1217 16 0 0 0 

1218 1 0 0 0 

1221 25 0 0 0 

1221b 0 0 2 1 

1222 30 1 0 0 

1223 27 0 0 0 

1224 241 5 1 0 

1226 244 1 1 0 

1227 25 0 0 0 

1229 52 0 0 0 

1232 286 0 0 0 

1235 88 1 0 0 

1236 34 0 0 0 

1238 3 0 0 0 

1240 242 1 1 0 

1241 227 3 1 0 

1243 1 1 0 0 

1245 86 0 0 0 

1246 10 1 0 0 

1251 34 0 1 0 

1282 1 0 0 0 

1300 1 0 0 0 

1331 14 0 0 0 
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1332 12 0 0 0 

1335 28 0 0 0 

1337 52 1 0 0 

1362 2 0 0 0 

1367 22 0 0 0 

TOTAL 5129 124 32 22 

 
 
Ihian trench 
 
Table 5. Contexts in which earthenware and tradeware sherds including stoneware, celadon and 
porcelain were found and total sherds per context in the Ihian Trench 
 

Contexts in the 
Ihian Trench 

Earthenware Stoneware Celadon Porcelain 

1587 1 0 0 0 

1596 46 0 0 0 

1598 19 0 0 0 

1599 5 0 0 0 

1652 6 0 0 0 

1705 25 0 0 0 

1707 51 0 0 0 

1708 13 0 0 0 

1709 142 2 0 0 

TOTAL 308 2 0 0 

 
 
Earthenware by context 
 
Table 6. Total number of earthenware sherds by context 
 

 Number of contexts with 
earthenware  

Total sherds 

West 88 4375 

East 100 5129 

Ihian 9 308 

No context 0 7881 

Total 197 17,693 
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Tradeware by contexts 
 
Table 7. Total number of tradeware sherds by context 

 Total contexts with 
tradeware per 
mouth/trench 

Total sherds  

West 25 74 

East 47 178 

Ihian 1 2 

No context 0 330 

Total 73 582 

 
 
Tradeware without contexts 
 
Table 8. Number of tradeware sherds by type without contexts 
 

Context Ware Total Total sherds 

No context Stoneware 
Celadon 
Porcelain 

245 
42 
43 

330 
 
 

 
 
Closing remarks 
 
All care was taken to ensure that the quantities of earthenware and tradeware sherds were correctly 
counted and that no non-ceramic artefacts were included. Although the count aimed to be 
conclusive, it may be incomplete due to sherds being kept by other researchers for examination and 
not declared.  
 
During the excavation process, some contexts were found to be similar or the same as newly opened 
contexts, therefore some contexts have two numbers or are equal to other contiguous contexts. 
Some contexts need to be re-examined and finalised within the scope of the wider site.  
 
The analysis of the earthenware forms part of the results for PhD research currently in progress. 
More dedicated research is needed on the tradeware ceramics.  
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Appendix: descriptions of contexts 
 
 
Contexts in 
the West 
mouth 

Description of context Grid Depth 
(cm) 

Year Ceramic 
E/S/C/P 

22 (outlier) burial fill (shells) S5W13 - 2004/ 2007 E 

25 (outlier) ceramics with design (metal age tradeware?) S5W13 45-55  2004/ 2005 E 

55 human burial #3 (SW corner) - - 2004/ 2005 E 

75 midden at east wall (beneath fossilized bones) - c.125  2004/ 2008 E/S 

88 - - - 2004/ 2005 E 

99 modern surface/layer - - 2004/ 2006 E 

109 (WC) 2004 context states: layer below #99 (east wall 
profile). Ceramic excavated from 2008 

- - 2008 E 

116 layer below #115 (with shell and stones) (east wall 
profile) 

- - 2004/ 2006 E 

145 surface (east wall) below burial 117, 118 skeleton 
120 

- 90-95 2004/ 2005 E 

146 midden (may be related to #133)  - 95-100 2004/ 2005 E 

227 - W12,3 
N3,4 

160-170 
to  
190-200 

2004/ 2005 E 

228 hearth W12N4 190 2004/ 2005 E 

301 north side of the excavation area with brown loose 
soil filled with stone 

- - 2004/ 2005 E 

343 (outlier) silty sediment below #18 (south wall profile) - - 2004/2008 E 

344 (outlier) silty to course grained/ pebble sediment (south wall 
profile) 

- - 2004/2008 E 

705 (WC) surface compact light gray silty clay - - 2005 E/S/C 

715 disarticulated burial/ primary inhumation, there are 
three human skulls,  

W15 
N2-3 W14  
N3-4, 
W15, N4 

40-55 
 

2005 E/C 

728-730 burial extending from W15N3 to W15N4 just west 
of burial at contexts 719-720/cut of burial at 
context 728/fill of burial at context 728 

W15N3 to 
W15N4 
 

0-25 2005 S 

742 disturbed burial  W14N2 6 2005 E/S/P 

750 burial in west wall, measured to glabella of skull, 
skeleton lies just west and parallel to skeleton of 
contexts 728-729, skull lies 60 cm north of context 
728 skull and at the same level 

W15N3-4 
 

5 2005 E 

753 juvenile skeleton on top of skull fragments W14N5 c.12 2005 E/S 

754 skeleton extending south (skull is presumably in 
N1), north and east , left foot is in N3 and right 
foot in W13N3, measurement to distal end of left 
humerus: W-E = 52 cm, S-N: 21 cm 

W14N2 
 

20 2005 E/S/P 

785 W15N4 to N5 combustion area exposed. W15N4 to 
N5 

56-67 
 

2005 E 

798 W15N3 pot sherds (square pottery). Square pot = 
15cm to north of W15N3 marker and 22cm from 
the west wall. W to E 22cm S to N 15cm.  

N2W15 
 

7 to 26 2005 E 

800 burial at W15N4/N3 
 

- 56-90 to 
100 

2005 E 

815 pit where a jade adze, a portion of a shell scoop and 
a large rectangular shell fragment were found. 
W15N2 and N3, 20-30 cm from the west wall, 97 
cm from the south wall 

N3W15 
 

56 – 100 2005/ 2006 E 
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883 light brownish gray sandy silt layer - - 2005 E 

897 light orange brown layer (compact sandy silt) - - 2005 E/S 

899 fill of 884 - - 2005 E 

1500 exposed white powdery deposit, - 97- 100 2006 E/S 

1500+1517 (1517) brown reddish silt matrix east of 1512 also 
observable at N2W14, N2W13, N3W13/14 with 
lots of earthenware sherds 

N3W13 125 - 135  2006 E/S 

1500+1521 shell midden, broken shells intermixed with silt 
observable  

N3W15 
 

c.125 2006 E/S 

1508 fragments of pottery, body and rim - - 2006 E 

1509 dark brown silty deposit within 1500 - - 2006 E 

1510 Rocks N2W15 110-125  2006 E 

1512 ashy and blackish brown soil, pit  N2W14 110  2006 E/S/P 

1513 north of the rock, northeast of broken jar N3W14 110 -120 2006 E 

1516 brown silty layer underneath midden, above 1514, 
which had been labelled as 1505  

N5W14 
W15 
 

- 2006 E 

1517 brown reddish silt matrix east of 1512 also 
observable at N2W14, N2W13, N3W13/14 with 
lots of earthenware sherds 

N3W13 125 - 135 2006 E/S/P 

1519 compact/clay dark brown soil N5W13 105 2006 E 

1521 shell midden, broken shells intermixed with silt 
observable  

N3W15 
 

c.125  2006 E/S 

1524 rock round 80 cm x 80 cm area N3W14  2006 E 

1526 fill of feature, dark gray soil with greenish small 
patches, pottery and shells that cuts into 1517  

N2W14 
 

127 2006 E/S 

1527 dark gray soil below 1517 at junction between 
N2W15 and N2W14, another pit at N2 

N2W15 
W14 
 

- 2006 E 

1530 orangey brown compact soil under 1520, shell 
inclusions and cobbles 

N4W15 
 

- 2006 E 

1535 loose soil under large rock - - 2006 E 

1536 concentration of cobblestones at N3W14  in loose 
greyish soil (at N3W15 - still part of 1531) 

N3W14 
 

165-185 2006 E 

1538 soil under large rock assigned to distinguish this soil 
from other contexts encountered at this level in 
N3W13, 1532, 1533 and 1536 

N2/3 
W12/13 
 

195 2006 E/S 

1539 sediment that is light brownish gray containing 
shells and few animal bones at the Southeast 
quadrant of N4W14 and W14 (West quadrant) 

N4W14 
 

- 2006 E/S 

1541 soil first noticed at the Southwest corner, mid 
greyish brown, loose, with potsherds and little 
pot/jarlet  

N3W15 
 

183-200 2006 E 

1545 light greyish brown soil, loose beside 1532, 
Northwest quadrant  

N3W13 
 

205 2006 E/S 

1564 rocks under 1500 and with 1534 N2W15 - 2006 E 

1571 half of 1559 = 1550 - - 2006 S 

1578 reddish brown soil with crushed limestone, 
persistent at 205-220 cm bldp, even noticed at 
higher level (195-05 cm bldp), could be still part of 
1534 with some parts of 1500? Melo fragments 
were found 

N2W14 
 

195-220 2006 E 

1595 crushed limestone at the south of 1597 (could also 
be under 1597)  

N3N4 
W12 

151  2006 E 

1600 loose and silty whitish brown soil above 1593 near 
the East wall, with earthenware sherds and shells 
underneath 

N3N4 
W12 
 

c.130 -150 2006 E 

1602 feature on 1592 - roundish feature composed of - - 2006 E 
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shells and stones/ combustion feature 

1616 fill of 1615 - - 2006 E/S 

1625 lower part of shell midden (below 1624) with rock 
(sub-angular) lowing (?) on dark to mid reddish 
brown 

- - 2006 E 

1800 (WC) grave cut 0.40 cm below surface, in E part of S3 - - 2007 E 

1801=705 (1801) adult burial in c1801.  
(705) surface (west mouth extension); compact light 
gray silty clay 

- - 2007 E/S 

1802 brownish grey fill of 1800 - - 2007 E 

1803 broken skeleton illustrated in S2 of #883 - - 2007 E 

1806 possible hearth in c1804 with heat-shattered stone 
and burnt shell 

- - 2007 E 

1807 articulated juvenile skeleton facing north near east 
wall of S2 

- - 2007 E/S 

1809 mid-gray sediment with charcoal bits, 20 cm from 
W wall  

- 85  2007 E 

1810 possible hearth; dark-ashy brown soil with charred 
shells and limestone (crumbly white) 

- - 2007 E 

1811 mid-orange brown sediment; fine and loose 
compactness 

- - 2007 E 

1812 dark greyish brown.  
c1810=c1812 

- - 2007 E 

1815 human L maxilla with canine, premolars and m1 
and m2 (21 cm from W wall); within c1811 
sediment 

- 90  2007 E 

1821 loose mid-orange sediment in S3 - - 2007 E 

1835 - - - 2008 E/C/P 

1838 - - - 2008 E/S/P 

1843 - - - 2008 E 

1844 - - - 2008 E/S/C 

1848 - - - 2008 E 

1854 - - - 2008 E 

1856 - - - 2008 E 

1858 - - - 2008 E 

1871 - - - 2008 E 

1872 - - - 2008 E 

1873 - - - 2008 E 

1874 - - - 2008 E 

1875 - - - 2008 E 

1876 - - - 2008 E 

1899 - - - 2008 E 

1909 - - - 2008 E 

1916 - - - 2008 E 

1921 - - - 2008 E 

2003 - - - 2008 E 

 
 

Contexts in 
the East 
mouth 

Description of context Grid Depth 
(cm) 

Year Ceramic 
E/S/C/P 

33 feature = 65 in NW quadrant N1W2 
 

- 2004/ 
2005 

E 

54 (THP) brown loose layer - - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

57 (THP) burial cut for west wall foot and shell bed 
layer 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E/S/P 
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63 brown layer sectioned at SW of pit at around 
20 cm deep (from surface) 

N1W2 
 

- 2004/ 
2005 

E 

65 interface level above #63 and #64 (disturbed 
layer) 

N1W2 
 

- 2004/ 
2005 

E/S 

80 sectioned area (possible surface, see #80) 
 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E/S 

81 sectioned area 
 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E/S 

150 fill of burial #67 
 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

S 

157 sectioned area SE (see composite) start at 
depth 22 cm 

- 22 2004/ 
2005 

E/S 

158 sectioned area (see composite) 
 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

224  burial No. 18 
 

W4N3 
 

- 2004/ 
2005 

E 

249 suspected hearth, associated with charcoal, 
shells, rocks (charcoal sample taken) 

- 170 2004/ 
2005 

E 

337/734 
(THP) 

layer 4:  silty clay layer with mottling of shell 
fragments (south wall profile) 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

389 (THP) layer 2:  compact silty sediment (possible 
guano) (north wall profile) 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

384=398 
(THP) 

(384) layer 1, loose silty sediment with isolated 
shell fragments, pebbles (north wall profile) 
(398) (west wall extension) silty white 
speckled layer 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E/S/C/P 

445 loose silt greyish brown with compact silt 
intrusions (west wall profile) 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

485 burial with exposed tarsals at THP east wall - - 2004/ 
2005 

E/C 

701 fill of  # 700 (700 - pit in layer 3) - - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

702 child burial at the south below #700  
 

W4N1 
 

15 2004/ 
2005 

E 

703 burial (NE east) at the depth of 30 cm; north 
orientation;  
 

W4N2 
 

- 2004/ 
2005 

E/S 

704 burial under 15 years of age on the east side; 
north orientation; 3rd molar missing 

W4N3 
 

23 2004/ 
2005 

E 

709 burial on the centre of the square, underneath 
the "queen of Palawan" skeleton; head is 
pointed south while feet is towards north 

W2N2 
 

40-60  2004/ 
2005 

E 

713 burial, western side W2N1 
 

55 
 

2004/ 
2005 

E 

723 sub-adult skeleton, below 710 (around 6cm 
below leg area of 710, 9 cm below lumbar 
area) 

W2N1 
 

- 2004/ 
2005 

E 

731 area of fragmented skulls of context 727, in a 
brown loamy matrix 

W2-3N1-2 
 

- 2004/ 
2005 

E/S/C 

733 - - - 2004/ 
2005 

S 

745 blackish midden with lots of charcoal like 
context 731,  

W4N1 
 

140-160 
 

2004/ 
2005 

E/S/C 

746 reddish layer/lens that is above context 332 
(at north) and context 747 (at east) but under 
context 745 (at south) 

W4N1 
 

- 2004/ 
2005 

E/S 

748 burial (not retrieved, only left side of the body 
exposed at east wall of N4W2), in situ skeleton 

N4W1 
 

26cm 
 

2004/ 
2005 

E 
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under/associated with 1228 loose bones 

768 hearth/activity area base, starting under 769 
crushed limestone layer; at base of 334. 
Stones, some burnt, chert flakes - possible 
surface exposed. 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E/S 

770 (ECLT) surface cleaning in the East Chamber. Hard 
compact silty clay. 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

772 (ECLT) light greyish brown gravelly loose matrix. Two 
samples taken: southeast 772/1 and northwest 
772/2 corner 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

776 (ECLT) below 772, above 780. Height below datum in 
East Chamber: 13N-0W = 0.42cm; 13N-2W 
= 0.42cm; 16N-2W = 0.32cm; 16N-0W = 
0.28cm. Height recorded at top of deposit. 
Arbitrary spits. Variation in deposit colour 
from light greyish brown in the south to dark 
brown in the north. one sample taken 776/1 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

777 (ECLT) same as 776. Arbitrary spit through dark 
greyish brown silty. Includes some patches of 
clayey deposit and gravelly limestone. Levels 
at top of horizon: 13N-0W= 0.42cm (below 
datum); 13N-2W= 0.42cm; 16N-2W = 
0.41cm; 16N-0W = 0.36cm 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

777/2 
(ECTL) 

(777) same as 776. Arbitrary spit through dark 
greyish brown silty. Includes some patches of 
clayey deposit and gravelly limestone. Levels 
at top of horizon: 13N-0W= 0.42cm (below 
datum); 13N-2W= 0.42cm; 16N-2W = 
0.41cm; 16N-0W = 0.36cm (772) light greyish 
brown gravelly loose matrix. Two samples 
taken: southeast 772/1 and northwest 772/2 
corner 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

784 same material as 336 but under layer 769 
('melted' limestone) 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

807 interface between 784 and 806, interface rich 
in animal bones and with observed 'lining' of 
stones both limestone and intrusive. 807/1 
sample of this matrix for flotation 

- - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

819 possible cut and fill of 722 (see profile) - - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

833 - - - 2004/ 
2005 

S 

859 - - - 2004/ 
2005 

E 

900 (ECLT) surface sweeping - - 2006 E/S 

901(ECLT) cave surface East chamber Long Trench  - - 2006 E/S/C 

902 (ECLT) grey silt layer, Northern end of Long Trench  - 15 
 

2006 E/P 

903 (ECLT) brown cave layer and shells  - - 2006 E/S/C/P 

904 (ECLT) brown cave layer and shells  - 15 2006 E/S/C/P 

905 (ECLT) loose grey silt Northern end of Long trench - - 2006 E/S 

906 (ECLT) burial fill N9/N10 W2 N9/N10W2 - 2006 E/S 

909 (ECLT) upper shell midden  (904, 905) - - 2006 E/S/C 

913 (ECLT) grave fill for 914 - - 2006 E/S 

921 (ECLT) surface deposits in squares N13W3, N14W3, 
and N15W3 

- - 2006 E 

922 (ECLT) silty layer on top of shell midden - - 2006 E 

923 (ECLT) grave fill for 925 - - 2006 E 
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924 (ECLT) burial in 925 - - 2006 S 

926 (ECLT) fill of possible grave in N11W2 (B929) N11W2 - 2006 E 

927 (ECLT) fill of possible grave in N13W3-N14W3 
 

N13W3-
N14W3 

- 2006 E 

928 (ECLT) burial in 929 - - 2006 E 

933 (ECLT) grave fill for B931 - - 2006 E 

940/332 
(ECLT) 

shell midden in Long Trench - - 2006 S 

946-332 
(ECLT) 

layer of ''melted limestone''/weathered 
lithified ceiling dries 

N12W3 
 

- 2006 E/S 

950 (ECLT) fill of  951 juvenile grave in N12W2  N12W2 - 2006 E 

955 (ECLT) loose dark brown sediments (possible fill? - 
N10W2) 

N10W2 - 2006 E 

961 (ECLT) (961A) N10W2 mid reddish brown compact 
(N10W2) (961b)  
N9W2 also found on grid N9W2 with the 
same composition, texture, and sediment 
type. However, this was notice below the fill 
which is a mix of soft and hard sediments  

- - 2006 E 

963 (ECLT) shells  N8W2 75 2006 E 

1201b topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 S 

1202 topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E/S 

1203 topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E 

1204 topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E/S 

1205b topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 S 

1206 topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E 

1208 topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E/S/P 

1209 topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E 

1209a topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E/S 

1209b topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E/S 

1210 topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E/S 

1211 topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E 

1211b topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E/S/C 

1213 topsoil/upper homogenized layer - - 2006 E/S/C/P 

1214 burial  - c. 45 2006 E 

1215 cranium  N1W5wall  c. 45 2006 E/C 

1217 fill around 1216  - c. 45 2006 E 

1218 cut of burial 1216-1217  - c. 45 2006 E 

1221 layer under burials in N3-N4 (cf. 1214) W5 N3-4W5 
 

- 2006 E 

1221b - - - 2006 S/C/P 

1222 layer under spit 1215  N1 40-50 2006 E 

1223 layer under burial 1216 40-50 cm N2W5 - 2006 E 

1224 upper 20 cm spits  N2W1-
N4W1 

0-20 2006 E/S/C 

1226 - N2-4W1 20-30 2006 E/S/C/P 

1227 west wall disturbance from limestone rock 
removal 

N3-4W5 
 

- 2006 E 

1229 burial (infant)  N2W5 40-50  2006 E 

1232 - N1-4W5 50-60  2006 E 

1235 no burial, but same depth as burials in N4-
N5W1. Shell, pottery, animal bones 

N2W1 
 

30-40  2006 E/S 

1236 termite mound - loose soil, disturbed, 
surrounded by clay matrix, fill in the square  

N3W1 
 

30-40 2006 E 

1238 disturbed layer (lots of shells) in Northeast of 
N4W5 

N4W5 
 

- 2006 E 

1240 layer under burial (1237/722) N1W5 - 2006 E/S/C 
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1241 (=909 spit 2) = 389 N2-5W1 40-50  2006 E/S/C 

1243 skull fragment, half extended from North 
section of N5W1. 45-50 cm depth in 1241. 

N5W1 
 

- 2006 E/S 

1245 Cut, fill, and skeleton. Lying to South of 1244 
- adult feet exposed in same spit - runs 
Southeast into N2W1 

N3W1 
 

- 2006 E 

1246 Cut and fill of layer feature, first thought to be 
one with 1244 but appears to underlie that 
burial. Adult skeleton = skull  

- - 2006 E/S 

1251 50-60 cm spit = 389 = 922 = 862 - 50-60  2006 E/C 

1282 another cut by the West wall, North of 1278 N3W5 
 

- 2006 E 

1300 fill of 1299 N4W5 - 2006 E 

1331 hardened soil mounds; possible termite 
mounds. 

N6N7W4 26-37 2007 E 

1332 burial (skull at least)  N7W4 46 2007 E 

1335 fill of 1332 (with lots of shells). - - 2007 E 

1337 possible feature/ pit at NE end of N7W4 
(seen on both wall); greyish loose sediments; 
immediately or east of burial ctxt#1332 (arm 
bone w/ femur on top);  

N7W4 49-63 2007 E/S 

1362 - - - - E 

1367 - - - - E 

 
 

Contexts in 
the Ihian 
Trench 

Description of context Grid Depth 
(cm) 

Year Ceramic 
E/S/C/P 

1587 dry light brown soil, compact surface - - 2006 E 

1596 second layer in Ihian cave, mid orange brown 
(under 1587 and 1588), contains lots of shells, 
some potsherds and bones (1596B) second 
layer wet spot in Ihian cave 

- - 2006 E 

1598 third layer (dry) under 1596 and 1596B in 
Ihian Cave, mid reddish brown soil 

N1N2 
W38W39 

- 2006 E 

1599 wet dark brown soil, loose surface - - 2006 E 

1652 maroon sediment, dry part, fourth layer - - 2006 E 

1705 - - - 2007 E 

1707 - - - 2007 E 

1708 - - - 2007 E 

1709 - - - 2007 E/S 

 
 
Notes 
- No information/not available/incomplete 
* E/S/C/P – Earthenware/stoneware/celadon/porcelain  
 
 

 


